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C.ongr~$ .@ruits bait. and goes fishing 

11 cky ta· e t1J demotii 
by Mike Rotkin -

Santa Cruz NAM 

THE NOMINATION of Nelson Rock-
efeller, one of the richest men in the 
world, to the vice-presidency ::aises the 
issue of the relationship of 'the: govern-
ment to the corporate economy with 
new clarity a11d urgency. Rockefeller's 
wealthjs not the result of sorpe recent 
investn}ent flu1rn, newly•exploited in• 

· \Tention, or cost-plus swindle. Nelson 
Rockefeller shares with his family a 
position at the hehn of ·one of the larg-
est and mbst powerful financial .em-
pires 'in world p.istory. · 

His personal wealth-which seems 
,u .grow fa,ster 'ihan,, eit.(ler he or 
-congressional inv¢stig,ato·rs· ·can -~ep°:_ 
track o·f-is securely buttressed by tbe 
proper family, school social, and cor-
porate ties necessary tQ ·eµsure him an 
indisputable place in the ruling class 
which controls the U.S.-dominated 
world economy, 

Rockefeller'; nomination for Vice-
President is significant not because he 
buys friends with $50;000 "neckties," 
not because he has a history of paying 
for his own elections cash on the barrel 
head ')$7 million in his fast el!;lction for 
governor 9f NE)w York). His confirma-
tion would represent the ex.tent to 
which the traditional separation be-
tween the state -arid civil society has 
broken down under American monop-
oly capitalism. 

A FLEXIBLE RELATIONSJ:IIP 

The relationship between the state 
and the "private" world of -bu'.siness 
has be.en flexible throughout u:s. his-
tory. In the early years following the 
American Revolution, presidents were 
recognized members of the. natio11al 
ruling class. Beginning with Andrew 
Jackson and the age of "Laissez 
Faire,'' thti relationship between the 
state and business became more ingi-
rect. The ''robber baron'' mentality of 
rising industrial capitalists like John D. 
Rockefeller at the same time as presi-
dents whose names no one can remem-
·ber., was characteristic of the minimal, 
formal role played by the government 
during this period. 

But, starting about the turn of the 
century, and in a more serious way 
·since the New Deal and the· second 
world war, the, state has begun to play 
an increasipgly important role in the 
regulatfon and direction of the econ~ 
omy. This tendency has meant that the 
ruling class owners of the largest cor-
porations and financial institutions 
have taken more of a direct role in the 
formation of state policy and the 
day-to-day operation of the- govern, 
ment. 

Not since the 1920's when .Andrew 
Mellon and hie friends controlled .the ' 

presidency, have the· ties between the 
corporate sector and the guvernment 
been so direc.t Kennedy ·was clearly of 
the upper social class, bu~unlike Rock-
efeller, his personal wealth and posi-
did not rise and fall in relation to the 
rate of profit of the leading _U.S. corpor-
ation~. Kennedy was quite capable of 
defending a wide variety of interest 
groups (especially t)le_poor and' unor-
ganized. labor) witliin the framewoi:l< 6f 
maintaining 'basic·productive relations. 

The Rockefeller nomination, how-
ever, CQil)es at a time when the ·domes-
tic lff!d world ecorn;>my is virtually out of 
control. Falling rates otprodu~tivity in 
relation to other capitalist .countries, 

command of similar virtues in the 
international context. 

THE CRISIS. OF Am_erican capital-
ism has created an emergency situation 
demanding the direct, rather than in-
'direct, control of the. r,uling class over 
the executiv~ branch. B'eyond all el~e, 
the nomination of Nelsort Rockefeller to 
the vice-presidency argues that the Left 
mqst see.the qqestion of state power as 
primary, even ·in the struggles of .the 
working class· to maintain a basic 
stanpard of living. 

as well as the expansion of unproduct-
ive sectors of the. economy like the.,mili-. 
tary,. bas. th:ro.wn the U.S . .into i:i:u,a-tiL'n ,. 

.of'.serim).$ p_ropotf;ionk::.-.;.!" .... r.;. .. "~ "."••$!. ,., . ...,........,~iilr..,t.li! 
The oniy w~y the ·u·. s: can"restore its- -·-

leadership position in t,he capitalist 
world market is through increasing pro-
fitability and the generation of larger 
surpluses for new investments neces-
sary to increase productivity. And the. 
easiest, if not the only way to finance 
this µew expans1on ·is at the expense of 
the standard of livi'ng .of the worki'ng 
class. 

ROCKY: A QUALIFIED 
QUARTERBACK 

Jerry Ford, with his WIN buttons 
and empty promises of impending ''up-
turn,'' has amply demonstrated his 
inability to conceive and execute a stra-
tegy to get the economy ba_ck on its 
feet. His contradictory demands for 
consumers to buy caµtiously and for 
companies to sell vigorously underlie 
the bankruptcy of his leadership even 
in terms of the needs of the American 
ruling class. 

To borrow a Nixon metaphor, Jerry 
Ford is a fine center .but the ruling class 
is in desperate need of a qualified quar-
terback. In Nelson Rockefeller they 
have a leader flexible enough to roll in 
both directions while never leaving the 
pocket-Rocky knows exactly whom ·he 
can pass to on his own team and, if 
necessary, he can run with the ball 
himself. 

During his 15 years as Governor of 
New York, Rockefeller demonstrated 
that he can work with big labor leaders 
at the same time that he · lowers 
corporate taxes, raises taxes on thl:l 
poor, and cuts social services to work-
ing people in general. In his recent role 
as "la~-and-order" advocate in N, Y., 
he is responsible for "stop and frisk," 
"no knock,." and the heaviest drug 
laws in the country. As the Butcher of 
Attica, he showed. his williQgness to 
use the full repressive powers of .gov-
ernment to smash opposition to state 
policies. In his experience in the State 
Department, on the President's"'Cabi-
net, and on the National Security 
Council,· Rockefeller. demonstrated. his 

by Peter Johnson (MERIP) 

THE OC'l'O.BER WAR and its conse--
quences .have radically changed the 
prospects for the ·Palestinian liberation 
movement, and hav.e led it to change its 
major focus from the military arena to 
that of politics and diplomacy. This 
alterat.ion in strategy was· recently 
capped by the landmark UN invitation 
to the Palestine Liberation qrganization 
(PLO), to participate in a dBbate on the · 
Palestine question. 

The Palestinian D1ovement has not 
been unified in its acceptahce of the 
new political ~ourse t1;tken by the lead-
ership of the PLO, and on September 
26 the Popular Front for the Liberation_ 
of Palestine (PFLP), led by George 
Habash, withdrew from the leadership 
organs of the LO. The PFLP cited al-
leged meetings between PLO represen-
tatives and US government officials as 
a sign that the PLO was abandoning its 
revohitionary goal of liberating all of 
Palestine through popular struggle. 
The PFLP was rapidly joined in a 
so-called ''rejection front'' by the 
'Iraqi-supported Arab Liberation Front 
(ALF), the tnilitary-oriented Popular 
Front-Generiu Command (PF-GG), and 
the tiny Popular Struggle Command 
·(PSC). The ALF and the PF-GG have 

, ·nevertheless remained in the PLO: the 
PSC was not a member. 

, 

liabash and the · ''rejection front"' 
have been attempting since early Oc-

tt'. . 
. 

tober to organize an alternative to. the 
PLO but so far have met no success. At 
the Rabat conference of Arab leaders 
October 25-26, the PLO was reaffirmed 
as the, legitimate representative of all 
the Palestinian pe,ople, opening the 
road for possible PLO participation in 
negotiations about the future of Pales-
tine. Since then there have been ,hints 
that the ALF and the PF-GG will leave 
the PLO as well. 

SPLIT OVER TRANSITIONAL 
PROGRAM 

The current split among groups in 
the PLO has roots dating back as early 
as 1968, when the largest Palestinian 
resistance organization, Fateh, gained 
control of the FLO. For several years 
the PFLP stayed out of the PLO, µot 
joining until after the massacres of 
September 1970 had imposed a new 
demand for unity on the- shattered 
movement. 

The differences in the earlier period 
·had to do with st:rat~gy towards the 
Arab countries, with Fateh taking- a 
general ,policy of non-interference, and 
the PFLP advocatiil.g a 'policy of non-
cooperation. The PFLP has used a 
Marxist analysis to underpin its poli-
cies and revolutionary strategy. The 
otqer Marxist group, The Democratic 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Pal. 
estine (DPFLP.), essentially took on 
·united front policies and joined in the, 
(Continued on back page) 
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Bernadette Devlin Sgel!lks 

Organizing Irish 
Women; Sex-or Class? 

by Deborah Hertz and Diape Wiley 

On November 9, 1974, Bernadette Devlin spoke.at 
the University of Minnespta. Th-e Socialist Workers' 
Party sponsored h~r visit and gave us. permission to 
speak With Devlin. We arrived at their office and met 
Devan waiting at the elevator. What follows is taken 
from our hectic• half hour with her. Our discussion 
·centerea on women in t_he. struggle in Northern 
Ireland, ·women in left organizations (Devlin is a 
member of the Official Marxist IRA), and the 
o_,,.ganizational forms women develop during diffe;-
ent periods of.struggle. 

Devlin .clearly sees that there are three central 
kinds of oppressi~n -class, racial, and sexual. ln 
this excerpt from her interview she explains why she 
feels that in the eontext of her work in Northerrar<?-
land, women oppressed· by both ·class and sex can 
most -easily be organized to see all of t.hese dimen-
sio.ns through radicalization around class oppression 
first. 

* * * * * 
Q. How did you wor_k to polititize women and draw 
them into the struggle in Northern Ireland? How 
were you able to overcome the se;r-role stereotypes 
which prevent .women f.rom becoming involved? 

A. . .. at.this stage you find that the woman in Nor-
thern Ireland is much more prepared to establish her 
position. f,he is not liberated, because we are all op-
pressed. But sne is fighting the harassment and op-
pression of the army l!n·d the legal system, and she is 
trying to. keej> her kids out of jail; therefore, just 
within. herseJf she is less likely to take oppression 
from .whate¥er quarters. She takes less oppression 
from her husband and can see what she didn't see 
about t(:ln yearfl ago-that she was getting pushed 
about and didn't know it. This is not because of the 
women's movement, but because of the political sit-

~uation. ,. 

Q. Do women organize as women within the- class 
struggle in Northern Iteland? 

A. Women essentially don't organize as w,omeii· in 
Northern Ireland. The women are in all the politicat 
organizations depending on its political stimce and 
its strategy and tactics-whichever organization 
they agree•with. 

A. Well, at the beginning the people who went to pri-
son were men because they were generally the most 
actively involved. We did have some cases, however, 
when inen went to prison because their wives were 
politically active-when the British army -cam~ for 
them they natmally assumed it was the i:nan 'they 
were looking for. 'Now, of course, it's very differ-

f ent-now the British army is quite wilHng·to impri-r. ___ ....,.,,_.,,,_,,,.;_S~9f"~....,.¥,'O--~ll~ll't'thmo:;.-wn.~Wa.1. ai).a 's1{~ot 

.. 

them in the streets-which is a measure of our polit-
•ical involyement_. 

When internment was introduced it affected. tl1e 
whole community. One night the army arrived and 
arrested over 300 people in the comm.unity, most of 
them men. So we enc;ouragetj.Jhe wives of these men 
and other women to come out to the meetings. I. 
could speak; and lots of ·qther people could speak, 
but, you know, they were the people who'd been in-
volved in the situation. So we got them [the women] 
to come out to the· meetings. At .the first meeting 
they stuttered and stammered and quite a lot of 
them broke down and criecf. 'J'.hen when lt came to 
the second and third-meetings, they discovered they 
could do things they never really thought they could 
do. -

Q. How did the men accept this expanded partici-
pation by the women in a traditionally male sph,ere 
of activity? 

A. Many o_f the .men who were arrested during the 
first wave of internment"came out a year, maybe two 
years later and found that the women they thought 
they had married no longer existed. And that is actu-
ally a big problem still-that the- man coming back 
into the family finds it very hard to cope. _He doesn't 
know this person; he never knew she existed. Many 
of the men Saw it as a challenge that they couldn't 
cope with. It took 11n effort to politically equcate 
tpem, essentially through counseling and struggle 
within the organi~ations~ so that they could say: 
"You·know, that's.a good idea. That makes two of us 
instea,d of only one;'' rather than saying: ''Well, she 
ought to be at h!)me." 

Q. Do you think the women see themselves in 
struggle as women?' Dn they think they have made 
gains as women? · 

Q. Then ho,w are women's issues dealth with? 

A. We don't really have formal means. 

Q. Then how are women organized? ' 

A. We find that we don't need women's organiza-
tions because the whole thrust is on the class conflict 
and the fight against imperialism. We [women] fight 
where we are, and organize where we are. But we 
don't have a formal women's movement or women's 
caucus across the political movements. 

I'm not saying that struggle against sexism just 
doesn't exist, I'm not saying that we don't have it; 
but it isn't formalized. Sexism is fought on an 
indi'9'idual basis. If the women in a particular group 
or organization are getting put down, they re{use to 
be put down. 

Q. In othe,: revolutionary struggle$, women have . 
made strid,es during the most active periqds, but 
slipped-back in subsequent stq,ges. Do you think that 
in order' to prevent this, the sexual struggle within 

, the class struggle has to be institutiQJ1,alized, made 
permanent in som_e way? 

...,. 
The New American Movement .[NAM f exlsts to help organize a movement for democratic 

socialism In.the United States. Oor aim Is to establlsh·worklngaclass control of the enormous 
productlv~ capaclt_y ol Amerlcan Industry; to creat1ra society-:that will provide :material com-
fort and security for all people, an(! In which .the f~H and free development of &llery lndlvlduat 
,will be the basic. goal. Such\a society wl~~strJve for d~nJrall~ation 91 declsiQn m•lng, an 
eftd. lo bureaucratic rule, and _participation of all people ln shaplng their own lh/es,and .the· 
direction ol society. We t>eHeve the ellmlnatlon of. s.~xlst and racist Institutions and Jl\e <11-. 
man,tll~g of Amer~A econof'!IIC and social confrol abro~d. ·•re central- -to the struggte fo_, 
soclaJlstJI. ' ., 

\ 

A. Yes, !think that has to be done at some stage .. ! 
agree that after the rev:olution there will be .a 
tendency to say, "Women, back to the kitchen,"' 
because it has gone on for so long. There wilr be 
creches and nurseries anq equal pay for the-woman,.· 
hut the man will still have the attitude that he'd'iike · 
his dinner cooked for him because that'consciousness 
hasn't been challenged. 

But, working with working class .women, I find' 
that it is easi(:lr to talk about the economic question 
and class conflict, and then, .through the ,,concepts of 
class analysis, to re-evaluate her position as a 
woman, than it is to take-a woman's issue first. This. 
is because the working -class woman is doubly op-
pressed, but she feels that the fact that she is a 
woman is the least of her oppression. It is not the. 
least, but she feels it is the least. _ 

It would have been very nice for you to have met 
my young sister-in-law who is not political. She is 
a very good person, but she is not by any means radi-
cal or revolutionary. Her attitude is "Why are all 
these women trying to get me to go out to work? I 
don't want to go out and work in the factories." She 
has worked in a factory.and she has worked as a ·s~c: 
retary, .and she has worked ,for me. When she ·got 
married she went home and she much prefers it. 
And if I say, "Well look, i'm not attempting to take 
away your right to stay at home,. but.is it a choice? 
You must really look at it and see, is it not in fact be-
cause. of the conditions in which you worked in the 
factory? And you got such low wag_es because you 
are a woman," she relates to.that. She relates.tq that-
much quicker than she relates to ''I am oppressed by 
men," Sh.i_>. relates l;>etoor· to· the identification of the , 
factory ownei; as oppressor. 

It's a 'difficult s~ruggie because'the _two ·aspects 
have to be brought out, but I maintain that·you make 
more ground by beginning with the economic issues. 
The working class· woman may not ·understand the 
woman'.s position, but she knows that she has to 

.,., ~-----.-.;~-~·,~ ' 

make the household money go about. She knows she 
doesn't own anything and she knows (at home-I 
don't know what the situation is here) she doesn't 
sign the mortgages, but she .has to do the 
manageJllent so that the payments can be made. 
And if you are dealing with issues-like that, she cah 
th_en relate to the women's struggle from that 
poi,itipn better thari she can to a low- to middle-class 
woman telling her about rights that she hasn't the 
time to exercise. 

/ 

Q. Do you agree with the traditional Marxist 
position that women can only be organized insofar as 
they work outside the home? 

A. Well, I don't know what Marx and Engels said on 
the position of women, I must confess. But I do know 
that people can be organized wherever they are. 
That might be a bad Marxist statement, but I believe 
it. You can organize people wherever they a~e, and 
there is no point in disregarding them because they 
are not where they "should" be. The text book 
Marxist drives me mad when he says, ''He ought be 
there so we can make him a revolutionary." Well, 
hard luck, he's not. He is over there and she is over 
here and we have to organize people where they are. 
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Unity·strained/n two parties 

was judged as politically unacceptable 
_by-Nixon-wh-o was afraid:of losing the 
election in 1972. His solution was to 
combine the New Economic Policy with 
the. political techniques of the Plumb-
ers; Needless to say; both of these were, 
dismal failures·. 

by John Katz and Nick Rabkin 
Bay Area·NAM 

SEVERAL WEEKS after the 1974 
· mid-term elections,. it is already evident 

that the decisive victory of the Demo-
crats will mean little to the beleaguered 
working people of the country.· Even 
though they gained almost complete 
dominance in both houses of Congress, 
the Democrats will not come up with 
any unified program to d~al effectively 
with the economic woes of the· country. 
'.l'~e elections were· mainly a vote of no 
c.onfidence for the two capitalist. par-
ties. Several tentative conclusions and· 
predictions-can be .drawn from th~m. 
(H With only one third of those 
eligibl~ to register aB.d vote actually 
going to the polls, it seems clear that 
the vast ma3ority of people· see little 
that is different. or positive in either 
majorcparty. . , 
(2) The electio~ strengthens .the lib-
eral-moderate wing of the Republican 
farty at the expense. of the conservative 
wing. ~il,~ral Rep·l.lbJican Senators 
Shweicker, :fyfathias, Packwood, and, 
Javits-all on Nixon's enemies list- . 
survived nicely, as did their House ' 

··counterparts. This can be expla_ined hy 
their ability to .disas'!;ociate themselves 
from Watetgafo-. and th~--FOfd-RiJs:on. 
economic 'policies. OQnservativ1s: Re-
publicans, as. exemplified by the f~ur 
NiXOI\- defenders on the House Judi- " 
ciary Commi~tee wpo lost, could not do 
this and bore the brunt of the Nixon . 
backlash. · · · 

(3 all ·wings uf the Democratic Party 
were strengthened, but particularly the 
centrist faction·b_ac1redby"big labor and 
l~d by Senator }(enry Jackson. Labor's . 
goal of a v~to-pro~~ _Cpngress .(i.e., a 
8ongr.ess soneavil.y .:Democratic-. that it 
)VU,! be .capable of overr1d.ing ~.residen: 
tfal vetoes-) was just about met. And 
although not all Democrats in Congress. 
will be absoluteJy reliable, it is clear 
that the Democrats owe Meany's or-
ganization some big favors. 
(4) Liberal D(hno.cratic victories in 
the. heretofore Republican strongholds 
of Vermont and Colorado suggest that 
population. shifts. of young, ecology-
minded people to those areas are 
having a political effect. 
(5) Significant elements of the ruling 
class, sensing the hegemony of liberal 
ideas in har~ times and the unviability 
of law-and-order ideology in the post-
Nixol). period, have adopted a strategy 
of support and co-optation for liberal 
politicians. This is evidenced by con-
servative big-city newspaper endorse-
ments of liberal Democrats that they 
violently opposed two years ago, and 
the financial desertion of right-wing 
Republicans in 'favor of mpderates of 
both parii~s. 
(6) The new Congress will probably 
make significant changes in its internal 
structure by passing reforms on senior-
ity and committee chairmen's power. 
These changes will destabilize -power 
balances in the Congress, swinging 
it away from .... 1ong-term conservative 
Democrats to younger, more liberal 
Democrats. 
(7) The Democrats will probably push 
for and win sm;ne form of national · 
health insurance in the next session. 
(8) The current situation in the two 
-capitalist parties is the most fluid and 
unstable since 1948. In December the 
Democrats will hold their first mid-term 
convention in Kansas City. If the 
so-called "reform" faction loses floor 
fights for quotas on delegates to the 
1976 c0nvention, significant defections 
on the left of the party will become a 
sep.ous possibility. And if a centrist 
candidate like Henry Jackson gets the' 
presidential nomination, a serious left-
liberal third party effort will in all 
probability be mounted behind ·an 
effete intellectual -like .Eugene ~c-

D-

Carthy, or neo-populist Fred Harris. 
The Republicans, defeated and .iso-

lated, could also split with the forma-
tion of a new conservative third party. 
This is a growing possibility, ·particu-
larly if Ford cannot regain hi~ stature 
with the right.wing of his party. 

POLITICAL I~STABILITY 

In the face of these contradictory 
problems of capitalism the Democrats 
seem absolutely unable to arrive at any 
party unity. Ford has indicatei:l that he 
is mor.e concerned_ with fighting, infla~ 
tion than recession, but his decision is 
half-hearted artd ineffective so far: .His 
austere fiscalpolicy has pushed unem-
ployment to the highest level. in years· 
and the strike wave that began earlier 
this year coninues to rise with national 
strikes in coal an_d transportation (Grey-
hound) .. 

The Feder.al Reserve has lowered 
intere.st rates slightly to stimul~te in-
vestment, but is being very cautious 
about this because making more money 
available will feed the inflation and 
aggravate the labor situation. 

Jt is quite .possible that the. -official 
unemployment rate will reac~ 10% by 
the 1976elections. 

The Democrats, meanwhile~ will balk 
at furthErr recessionary policies in Con-
gress,. mostly to maintain a popular 
image. If they had a high level of party 
unity they might be capaQle of forcing 
through less r-estrictive economic- poli-

both p~rties; difficulties. cies. They might have a general ten-
The politico-economic crisis th&t the dency toward mote spending ·to-&timu-

' RepuQ!icans and the Democrats both \ate the economy, but that tendency 
face _is the fulcrum upon which the Will be tempered by the need to reverse 
intra-party strif.e turns. They face a sit- . ·inflation a,nd to improve the position of . 
uation in which the needs of capitalism' - capital-starved sectors like housing, 
contradict themselves: the- recession small business, and utilities. 
imposed by the Nixon and-Ford admin- With ·intra-party tension.high enough 
istrations has created~ n~ed for profit to split the party 'in 1976, the Demo-
relief for the corporations and economic crats will be incapable of a· coherent 

The political instability that threat- expansion; the rising tide of labor mili- position on the economy in 1-975 .. To the 
eris the RepUblican Party stem·s most tancy sparked by continued inflation, degree that they encourage deficit 
directly from Nixon .and Watergate. however, demand Fecessionary p_olicies spending they will be blamed by 
And the tensions that.wrack the t>emo-. to s~em .inflation and discipline the Republicans for fostering inflation. In 
crats are manifested through ideologi- work force. the absence of a plan of their own, the 
cal and political power struggles within This is much the same situation that Democrats will try to capitalize on the 
the party. But behind Watergaf4 and Nix9n found himself in 1970 (though deterioration of the economy under 

·th~-tamingoHhe.-:U~?crat:(:~:~1.i~~:.,:_ -t~e :· .t6~l~ms.,are er now-): The 'F~"'---- --·-- ------

deeper- problei;n ·that lS at the-.i;oot of • . te~:n:. n:ic~~sary. to' halt ~n~:io~ .th~:-~--;;:;~~&ialdlt.rtil-&#!ill 
'· 

S. Africa gets boot in UN assembly 
'THE UNITED NA TIO NS Gener~! As-

sembly voted on Novemhe_r-12- to oust 
South Africa from the remaind~r of this 
session, which extends to December 16. 
This rallying by Third World forces in 
support of the South African people fol-
lowed a vote in the Security Council last 
month in which the United State's, 
England, and France vetoed a proposal 
to expel South Africa permanently. 

Within the forum of the UN the bal-
ance of powers in the world is becoming 
more and more explicit, and the conflict 
between- the interests of Third Yv orld 
countries and imperialism is being 
spelled out. Recent 'Third World victor-
ies have included recognition of the 
Organi"zation of African Unity (OAU); 
the expulsion of South Africa; recogni-
tion of the Palestinian- Liberation Or-
ganization (PLO) as representatives of 
the Palestinians; and limitation of the 
debate on the Palestinian tjue'stion, a 
move opposed by both Israel· and the 
U.S. I 

'South Africa's apartheid regime, 
representing the intere_sts of the 4 
million white minority at the expep.se of 
the 17 million Third World people, has 
consistently failed to represent the 
interest of its peoples domestically and 
internationally. Both previous regimes, 
and current Prime Minister Vorster, 
who ~as-interned during World War II 
for his pro-Nazi activities, have consis-
tently violated the UN Charter of 
Human Rights by their racist policies 
and their illegal ma1,1date of Narubia. 
They have ignored numerous UN rul-
ings such as that of the International 
Convention for the Punishment of the 
Crime ~f Apart,heid instituted by the 
General Assembly in December 1973 .. 
It was on these. grounds .that the 

----

Genera1.Assembly rejected the creden-
tia.ls of the South African delegation as 
representative of its people. 

Duna Nokwe; a representative of the 
African National Congress which, to-
gether with the Pan African Congres~, 
has observer status at the UN, ex-
plained to. New American Movement 
the imp.act, of the General Assembly 
vote on South Africa. Although South 
Africa tries to insulate itself from work 
opinion by calling apartheid a '' domes-
tic issue,'' it is threatened with increas-
ing political and economic isolation 
from tlie rest of the -world. Its colonial 
buffer zones are vanishing as Third 

World° forces, such as Frelimo in 
Mozambique as well· as the continuing 
struggles in Angola arid Namibia move 
ever closer·. South Africa's response 
has been to rely even more heavily on 
support from the Western nations, and 
to attempt to salvage its public image 
by a show of accommodation with its 
opponents. Earlier this year 'it included 
in its UN delegation three stoog~ rep-
resentatives of S.A.'s Third World 
peoples: a "colored"- school principal, 
an Indian professor, and a Bantustan 
leader. These three left · after being 
exposed a~d denounced by the OAU. 

While attempting to spruce up its 
(Continued on page 18) 

Black South African miners in training. L}{.S 
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Football: A Holiday Ritual 

Gridiron Gladiators 
/ 

by Paul Hoch* 

"The football bowl games," de-
clared the TV commentator, "are now 
America's most popular show. They 
are watched by more than a hundred 
million Americans. They help to unite 
the country. They are rapidly becoming 
one of our most important and signifi-
cant ·national traditions.'' 
. In this sense, one might-tlaim that 
national· spectacles like the football 
bowf. games,_ the World Series, the 
Stanley .Cup hockey playoffs, and the 
Olympics correspond quite closely with 
the tribal festivals of primitive pE:!opies. 
'The idea is for the-whole tribe to whoop 
it up _at the established rituals, with es-
tablished- chiefs {like state -governors 
and gene'rafs) in -attendance to greet 
the .crowds and bas!:{ in the aura ·of-
tribal solidarity and potency. 

But if events like the holiday bowl 
game's Uhite the country, what are the 
value,g thes.e sp~ctacles qnite us 
around? The sight or twenty-two collid-
ing super jocks (each one looking like ,, 
Superman minus his cape) battering--
one another for control of turf is cer-
. tainly a far fry from a peaceful Indian 

Fighting Irish football team? And, of 
course, along with a good PR program, 
there comes hopefully a booming 
bounty -of alumni dopations. A survey 
taken ar Ohio State· in, the mid~sixties 
showed that the diff:i:ence between a 
winni~g and losing Buckeye -:football 
team was at least a half million dollars 
in cold cash. 

The- college football big game ritual' 
has long been, among other thingJ, the 
key to the cash collection. Basically, the 
idea has been that if you could get the 
old grads to come back for the big 
game~, perfume them a bit with the 
fra_gra.nce of college tradition, douse 
them in a ·few fraternity boozes, etc., 
the building fund would .be- sure to 
boom. If some of the ~lumni were or-. 
ganized 'in a fraternity or a military 
unit,,it was just that much easier to get 
them to come out together. And so 
what it you threw ii) a little patriot:tsm 
with the half-time show (for exaqiple, 
in the late sixties the usu~! Air Force: 
j,¢ts over the stadium ·and ·a moment of 
silence. for our prisoners in North 
Vietnam). Go liege nationalism is just · 
one· of the._sociali~i!1g units f~-r Ameri- -
can nationalism, for AmerJcanism. 

- rain festivakThe values stressed in _pur 
modern technological society's rituals 
would thus seem to place a h~avy prem-· 
ium on violence and competition, rather 
thap intra-tribal solidarity l:!nct ~oopera-
tion: As such, rather than resembling:, 
th'e more passive rituals.of those we call 
primitives, -events li¼e the- bowl games 
SE;!em to correspond mµch more closely 
with the hread-n-circ.uses gladiator-

---· spectacles <'if ~p.noenrRoman_;.,.coH-

If the students and the old grads 
could be steered to identify with the 
coUegl'! and its traditions, it would be 
that much easier fo identify .with the 
country and its (properly whitf_washed) 
traditions. And vice versa. If you. coul(i 
convince the old grads that college foot-
ball, and college tradition g:en!'!rally, 
was.Americanism; ttte·n the college cpf-
fers :s.Hre: to~ 1?.~~!h _lit \~is. pa;p:. 
the :Co11ege ·pres1aents -and alufim 
seerq_ed to go into partn_ership with,.the 
polifa:'ians ·and:generalS'in thEf galleries . 
of the. big games, all trying to cash in 
on the big spectacles and boost 'their 
own version of super~patriotism.· 

. _____ ·seum which- provided a heady ·opium 
for the"' ~rablile ,,. i:n• the early days of 
wh.at is called the .€hristia:n era. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALk FOR MONEY 
AND AMERICA iAND OLD PURDUE) 

. ' 

College football in America has 
always thrived most in the Southeast, 
Southwest, and Midwest-in shoi:t,, in 
what might be called the more tradi-
tion-mintled sections of the country. 
But· the connection between college 
football, tradition, and myths of college 
or national greatness was not some-
ihing invented by rightawing fanatics. 
Rather it was. something created anp 
nurtured a1ong every step of the way by . 
the administrators and top alumni of 
many of -Americl}.'s ·1eadin•g universi-
ties. For most of the past century, 
college football, as the collegi:i's most 
visible and public activity bey9nd the 
walls of academe, has been used more 
or less as the main channel of college 
public relations at many leading institu-
tions. For example, who would ever 
hlive heard of Notre Dame without its 

Tlrere ·is nothing uniquely' American 
about all this. The Roman caesars were 
well aware of the importance of their 
attendance at the big gladiator and 
olympic games· as a'8;ymbol and confir-
matien of their power. Then too it was 

' quite clear t-0 the decadent Greek 
monarc;hy in 1896 that it would be use-
ful to the throne to. be present to give 
out the medals ·at the first modern 
ofympic game·s. The Governor General 
of ,9a.nada·is always on hand to give out 
the Grey Cup Jo the winner of the 
annual Canadian pro-football cham-
pionship. Queen Elizabeth, .or another 
member of the British royal family, is 
!?resent ~o award the trophy to the 
Wimbledon tennis champion. Adolph 
Hitler and his leading generals were 
careful to insert themselves into the 
center of the award ceremonies at the 
1936 Olympics in Berlin. And even our 
own President Nixon rarely failed to get 
into the act, usually with a pre-game 
play s~ggestion or a call to the win-
ning team's dressing room. 

But when all is said and done, the 
question remains: just what is that 
makes the big games so big? A large 
part of thE:! answer lies in the humdrum, 
and even boring character of·much of 
9ur working -lives in between the big 
games .. In Roman days, the use of slave 
labor on the latifundia put a large part 

,:, 

of the Roman citizenry out of work, and 
turned them into a potentially restless 
urb~n rabble, which __ the emperors kept 
diverted from political rebellion. with 
bread and gladiator circuses. In our , 
own day, the very marked division_ of 
labor, fragmentation, and bureaucrati-
zation entailed in mqst of our modern 
technological work operations has 
drained productive work of most of its 
creativity and self-actualization poten-
tial, and has set workers in search of 
fulfillment through mass consumption 
and, in particular, the mass consump-
tion of public spectacle. In the militar-
ized modern American Empire, as in 
the Roman Empire before it, the 
militarized gladiator circuses have be-
come the key public ritual. 

furthermpre; in America a large part 
of the military impetus for both football 
and war has· always come from re-
pressed, and hence diverted, sexual 
energy.. Repressed sexualitf has al-
waJs bE:Jen one of the biggest things 
that·has,macfe _the big game so big. The 
big homecoming game, the bowl game 
bashes, and· the big winter weekend 
football booze-up have been the offi-
cially recognized q_ccasions when our 
sexuaHy repressed collegians and 

,' a.Iumni~ve·~otten together to blow off 
a ··•little· steam.. Alcohol has always 
hpwe(;i freely at the parties (and in the 

~stands). Like N~w Year's Eve-and cul-
minating in the big college ·bowl games 
on New Year's Day-these were the 
'few offici~lly sanctified rituals in which 
the barriers of sexual repression ~e-
down. Sex was o.k. if enjoyed in the 
proper spirit-combined with alcohol, 
fraternity parties, spending money. 
And the whole thing has been sold to 
the citizens of the modern empire as 
tradition and Americanism. It was, and 
is, a big seller. 

Former Congressman· Ernan ual 
Celler has -said that "today pro football 
provides the circus for the hordes.' ' 
New York University Professor Roscoe 
Brown calls thes·e mass spectator sports 
"the new opium of the people." 
Perhaps "opium" seems too strong a 
wrod for all this. But what else can you 
call it when a hundred million Ameri: 
cans profess more interest in who will 
win the Super Bown that the continuing 
war in Vietnam? What else can you call 
it when th.e nation's enthusiasm for the 
big game allows it to ignore the tanks in 
the streets of Athens and Santiago? 
The poisoning'by industrial pollution of 
our very air and water? What else can 
you call it when American industrial 

workers are often so ~abidly inv:olved in 
the fates of their _sports heroes that 
they're largely oblivi9us tp the approx-
imately three million serious injuries 
that occur every year in their own facto-
ries? 

THE PROLETARIAN BASE 

, foJhi~ connedion it,.spethaps_usefu];.~ 
to recall to what extent North American' 
pro sports have traidionally been aimed 
at potentially restless or disadvantaged 
minority groups and factory wor.kers. 
Football, {or example, grew up in the 

• mining and factory towns of Pennsyl-
·vania and Ohio, and still gets many of 
its best players from there. Hockey 
grew up in the industrial towns of 
Canada and still recruits its players and 
fans from there. Indeed, the watching 
of their professional hockey heroes still 
provides the main pseudo-identity for 
Quebec's French-speaking working 
population. Likewise, British soccer 
grew up in the shadows of the factories. 
These sports were generally considered 
by factory owners as a fitting outlet for 
their workers job-produced tensions, 
an outlet far more suitable-at least 
from the owners' point of view-than 
militant trade unionism. 

American basketball, t~o, has long 
been the sport of the big city ghettoes, 
with a sizable portion of t~e top pros 
coming New York's ·Harlem ghetto. 
The same holds true for boxing, which 
for hundred years has been domi-
nated by whatever ethnic· or racial 
group h~pened to be at the bottom of 
the social pyramid. Today black "fans" 
are permitted the outlet of vicariously 
acting out their societally-created ag-

, gressions against whites by cheering 
on the black "super-masculine men-
ials" (the term is Eldridge Cieaver.'s). 
However, all the cheering does nothing 

. whatever to deal with the ~ocial causes 
· of all this frustration ·and aggression. 

In general, the trouble with the en-
tertainment and escapism of bigtime 
sports is that it provides no escape at 
all. The problems of one's workday and 
community life go on just as before. 
The enly difference is that so much 
time and energy is absorbed in watch- . 
ing sports, cheering, and boning up on 
the fine points of the game, that it 
almost ensures that little or no time is 
available for solving the real problems. 

"' Dr. Hoch, a humanities lecturer at Mon--
treal' s Dawson Colle~e, is the author of Rip 
Off the Big Game, a study of the political 
and so<$1 aspects Qf bigtime spo~: 

-
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The Naked liberal 
by Karen Rotkin 

A review of The Joy of Sex (N. Y., Simon & Schuster 
cl972) and More Joy (N.Y., Crown Publishers'. 
@ 1973, 1974), edited.by Alex Comfort, illustrated by 
Charles Raymortd & Christopher Foss. 

THE JOY OF SEX (an illustrated heterosexual 
technique catalogue) and More. Joy;its "companion 
volume'' ( an illustrated manual for creating the rela- . 
tionship(s) in which to use the techniques) suffer 
from a number of problems, the least of which are 
bad writing style and organization. The second vol-
ume spares the nauseatingly "cute" cookbook meta-
phor of the first volume (with chapters titled "Main 
Courses" and "Sauces and Pickles"). 

_Bpth volumes are organized by alphabetical se-
quence of unrelated topics und-er the main chapters, 
making-the work as a whole incohesive (this is not a 
serious problem in JoS, but it contributes greatly to 
a. difficulty in' getting a clear sense of the sexual 
world view laid out in MJ). 

The style is frequently incoherent, confusing, and 
boring. Even the attempts at witticism are often 
more embarrassingly painful to read than amusing. 
And of course there is the prcblem of sexist Jang-

. uage-e.g. , " ... being stronger than a man on 
occasion- lets girls try a part of the male role for 
size." -{MJ, p. 98; my emphasis). Humanity is re-
ferred to as "Man." Etc. 

The content and message of JoS and MJ are good 
and bad in the same way that liberalism is better and 
worse than conservatism-and for the same reasons. 

First the goo'd news: of the popular quasi-scientific 
sex books J oS and.MJ do the most to validate mor.e 
kinds of sexual experience/ expression and to chal-

Some of the typically liberal errors that character-
ize JoS and MJ are: 

1) Naive obliviousness about the existence and 
causes of the alienating sexual attitudes and behav-
ior that are characteristic of an alienating, competi-
tive, sexist social structure. Although the authors 
make a few vague references to cultural sources of 
such interpersonal problems as defensiveness, inse-
curity, jealousy, and possessiveness, ~r .the most 
part they make it clear that the burden for these 
"h;mg-ups" rests squarely o:q the individual, not on 
the conditions that force such uncomfortable re-
sponses. 

· Iehge traditionaheligious/.niora:1/ sociaJ talio6s"- =-..,....,.. -~ 
against a variety of sexual actiyities we've either 
been doing with residual feelings of guilt or been 
wanting to do but were afraid to try. 

The anonymous authors (Comfort claims only to 
have edited the volumes) have a refreshingly· 
hon-preachy and relatively non-condescending atti-
tude toward adolescent sexual expression and satis-
faction. They are also to be commended for their 
encouragement of geriatric sexual acti.vity and thl:)ir 
encouraging and helpful suggestions about sexual 
activity for physically disabled people. 

In contrast to David Reuhen (Everything You 
Always Wanted to Know about Sex but Were Afraid_ 
to Ask), for example, who in his discussion of homo-
sexuality shares the torre and sentiments of the 
Grand Inquisitor, the discussion of homosexuality in 
MJ appears at first glance as the triumph of enlight-
enment. It is, after all, a momentous occasion to be 
told in print in a straight, establishment publication 
that gay sex is not perverse, abnormal, sinful, anti-
social, unnatural, and/or pathological. 

It is also a breath of fresh air to see in a popular 
sex book a serious attempt to overcome male oppres-
sion of females in heterosexual relationships and the 
encouragement of full, equal, and respectful partici-

1 pation of both people involved in heterosexual part-
nerships. " 

A LIBERAL FRAMEWORK 

Now the bad news: the discussion of sexuality and 
sexual relationships in JoS and MJ includes all the 
errors of liberalism. I should mention here that I 
have conversed with quite a number of feminist/ 
socialist/Marx1st/m1:etenaJ.i1n)s whose politics stop 
short of the bedroom. They seem to think that the 
realm of sexual experience alone may lre left 
legitimately to ihe domain of metaphysical and/ or 
biological determinism (or positivistic "science" at 
the other extreme)-that sexuality alone among all 
the aspects of our experience should be immune 
from an essentially social/political/material analy-
sis. 

I think it is crucial for us to realize that the sexual 
is political in all its aspects, just as the personal is 
political, and for us to avoid dealing with the implica-
tions of that is to accept by default a concretely 
liberal (or reactionary) framework for our S!;!xual atti-
tudes and activity. In dealing with the purveyors of-
sexual ideology we should recognize that a liberal 
with her/his clothes off is still a liberal and that lib-
eral ideology pertaining to sexuality is as dangerous 
to true sexual lioer.ation as unctitical liberalism is to 
any other aspect of- the 'revolutionary struggle. 

' -I --- -----
In spite of the fact that it doesn't work, the process 

of psychologizing interpersonal problems into _per-
sonal "hang-ups" and then wishing/analyzing them 
away is clu~g to by libtirals, probably because it 
sounds a lot easier and less threatening to the status 
quo than the process of revolutionizing the society 
and relationships in which jealousy, possessiveness, 
etc. are the only possible responses. To borrow a 
formula from Marx: the call to 'abolish jealousy and 
possessiveness is the call to abolish the conditions , 
that require jealousy and possessiveness. 

Rather than clarifying the social conditions under-
lying problematic intimate relationships, the authors 
of J oS and MJ most- often naively foist the full re-
sponsibility on Victorian morality. And, as -if this 
tautological non-explanation didn't serve sufficiently 
to obscure the real roots of sexual difficulties, they 
further trivialize the problem and hinder its solution 
by personifying the ideology of sexual repression in 
"garbage people." Having thus identified the per-
petrators of our •'hang-ups,'' the authors seem to 
suggest that learning to ignore them is all that really 
stands between us and ultimate sexual liberation. 

2) Limited and selective challenge in bourgeois 
sexual ideology. Only those. attitudes that the 
authors have compelling reason to quarrel with are 
attributed to "cultural .miseducation." Those fea-
tures of the status quo which a~en't offensive to the 
authors are attributed to some sort of psycho-biolog-
ical determinism and are therefore taken to be unal-
terable. For example, they point out that traditional 
male domination in heterosexual relationships is the 
result of cultural 'values of male aoihiance and fe-
male submissiveness, and they approvingly (and 
grossly overoptimistically} observe that "Women's 
.Lib" (sic) is rapidly balancing power in the social 
realm and consequently in the personal realm. 

But they imply that a balance of power-'-with oc-
casional detente...:. should be enough to make us hap-
py, for a large part of the joy promised, to loving ' 
<;ouples is inevitable hostility, violence, aggression 
(as distinct from initiative) and antagonism. The 
authors dwell on these themes at great length, which 
obviously suggests that they get•off on combat. The 
justifi<;ation-is that combativeness is inevitable, so 

we all may as well aig it. "Both sexes need to realize 
that there is a healthy streak of hostility in all iasting 
adult love ... " (MJ,p. 53). We "cowards" who pre-
fer to struggle with the causes of hostility in our rela-
tionships rather than to express it in ''healthy'' com-
bat are '' afraid of our own -emotions.'' 

3) Failure to challenge the fundamental assump-
tions underlying the sexual ideology which they criti-
cize on a superficial level. For example, they want us 
to make lo.ve with our "whole bodies" rather than 
just with our genitals, and they want women to be as 
satisfied as men. But they make it implicitly clear 
throughout both volumes that coitus alone is "real 
sex," the primarily important sexual activity, in 

Woodcut by Perry Brass . 
spite of the fact that coitus is not only irrelevant to 
homosexuals, but has also been shown by every 
major sex surveyto be far less satisfying for a large 
majority of heterosexual women than -clitoral stimu-
lation. 

4) Mystification. For e:x:'ample, the authors tell us 
that we are biologically "programmed" to perceive 
the phallus as a dominance signal. It probably hasn't 
occurred to them that male dominance in society 
could be the source of the0 notion that power resides. 
in the erect penis. 

5)' Contradiction: Most of what they say about sex 
roles involves either blatant or subtle contradiction. 
For example, they tell us that rape is not okay (un-
less it's being· "simulated" according to his or her 
rape (fantasy), and they tell us that "being pene-
trated" entails ''being overpowered" (MJ, p. 104). 
But we're supposed to dig that and not get hung up 
about it. 

They seem to be absolutely committed to the 
premise that a crucial ingredient of heterosexual en-
counter is that one_ person is manifestly stronger and 
the other is man.ifestly·wi;laker. You can guess who is 
usually which (though the woman is occasionally al-
lowed to "play" at being stronger). And ths is sup-
posed to be an interaction ):>etween equals. 

6)°Confusion. Their style doesn't help here at all, 
and it's probably no coincidence that the more fun-
damental the issue, the more incoherent they are. 
Their discussion of "Vaginal Orgasm" is less eluci-
dating than the sterile debate between the Freudians 
and Masters and Johnson. Their few coherent state-
ments come down on the Freudian side. After telling 
us that " ... most admonitory writing about sex is 
hogwash," they state, "Of course ,a mature female 
enjoys deep intercourse ... " (MJ, p. 138). "Being 
deeply penetrated by a_ man you love and trust .. .is 
about the best of all feminine experiences ... " (MJ, 
p. 125). Better: than orgasm with a man or _woman 
you love and trust? 

7) Simplistic, "band-aid" and/or reformist solu-
tions. They give us lots of these for interpersonal 
problems, but the most outrageous example is a 
simplified Reichian suggestion that an, eroticization 
of ·our existence would automatically end war, ex-
( Continued on page 19) 
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Book Review 

Small 
Changes 

by Fluffy G.ololi 
Twin Cities Wemen's Union 

(Writer's Note: This piece was writ-
ten afte_r a discussion by a Women's 
Literature CoUective. The writing is 
mine, but much of the criticism is a 
collective effort. ) 

Small Changes, by- M'arge Piercy. 
F~w1:.ett, $1.75. 

WHEN SMALL CHANGES by 
Marge Piercy first appeared, 6ver a 
year ago, feminist critic Lucy Rosenthal 
described it as an -4-nwieldy mixture of 
fi-ctipn ~n4 polities, badly formed as a 
novel, and ineffectual as r>olitical state-
ment. Irate defonders su.ch as Phyllis 
Chesler insisted that the book is the 
first "female-cast" novel and therefore 
threatening to Rosenthal's male-domi-
nated critical orientation. Martha 
Shelley defended the digressing, repet-
itive narrative as. "the first women's 
proletarian novel" and. justified the 
self-conscious dialogue as ''the lang-
uage of women who' are conscious. of · 
their situation and articulate about.it.'' 

Now that the proletarian novel is 
available_ in p!j.perback at a sligJ-i_t]y 
inflated.people's price, I'\ie finally read 
it_, i,tnd am _inclined.J,q_1~gr~~ '?{ith Rosen-

•-------.t-r:h-:::a1'f•ro:::s~o~i-:!':ig::'!in&! criticisms·which care(uily 
distinguish .the attempt (noble) frbm 
the result (a tedious novel) .. Certainly, 
we must admite and· pay attention to 
any work -which tries to describe the 
lives of young women, their youth,. 
their romances, the work they do, their 
manners, habits, and" conversations, 
and write about them with some of the 
cJarity and direction which the Wom-
en's Movement has provided. Alreaqy, 
-the last few years and the influence of 

new feminist theory have produced a 
whole rash of n"ovels which feature 
female c;haracters, but usually in the 
context of deadly bourgeois boredom. 
These descriptions quickly become as 
tedious as the phenomenon .. 

Piercy's novel offered hope of some-
thirrg more than a depressingly graphic 
account of kinds and varieties of op-
pression. r; seemed as though we 
might find variation and liveliness in 
women's {ives. Perhaps a novel about' 
women who work out new patterns of 
behavior, healthier psychological cen-
ters. Not a ,,Wonder Woman" fable, 
but a story about conscious, acdve 
women which wouldn't minimize th~ 
damage anc;i confusion we each susfain 
in our growth as_ feminists. 

The very title indicates a theory of 
feminist development which empha-
sizes the political. importance of gaily 
lif.e and fails t6 find conversion stories 
authentic. I agree, but I think Piercy 
over-simplifies, failing her own theory. 
Life is-complicated and people's growth 
is often uneven. The Left, ne~ and old, 
certainly has problems dealing with the 
_incredible pace a11d· complexity of 
change "in American life. Radicals tend 
to reduce problems; to over-simplify 
tnettt in order tb offer a solution-. · 

, MAPS'OF .. FEM"ALE EXP ERi ENGE 

Piercy falls into a pechliar form'"of -
this reductionism as she catalogues, 
-one after another, almost every kind of 

_, modern fem&le experi~nce every dis-
cuss~d or ana1yzed. We recognize 
many of our own experiences in her 
female ch.i.racters, but the recognition 
is more embarrassing than enlighten-
ing. The book is_,,a kind of popular soci-
ology rather than fiction 'of ;my depth.~'" 

The char?cters are mostly one-
dimensional, prototypical. There's 
Beth, the "genetic feminist" wh~ 
seems always to have known that being 
female involveq a special struggle. In 
the first pages of the book, Beth gazes 
f;lt herself.ip. the mirror on her wedding 
day. -Already, she looks unconvinced, 
apathetic, 1and a bit-cynical. But she is 
spy and unskilled so that her sudden 
flight from her...oppressive marriage to 
a cell-like boarding room in Boston 
where she paints_ Zen-grafitti on the 
walls and cooks rather ascetic-sounding 
vegetariap ""Jneals on her hot plate 
seems a big abrupt. 

Soon Bet_h joins a consciousness-
raising group ·which she criticizes be-
cause the members are mostly young, 
college women whose problems aren't 
parJicularly parallel to• th9se of work-
jng-sl~s., isoiatied, women. Tli'er~'s 
nothing wrong· wfth her ani3.lysis but it 
is an analy_sis, external and rather cold. 
We are never- allowed to experience_ 
with her the dialogue and situations 
which led to this conclusion, and the 
conclusion itself implies some political 
sophistication arid ability to ~rticulate 
which Beth hasn't demonstrated so far. 
I • • • 

Miriam, th,e other main character in 
the book, represents the opposite pole 
of female experience, a woman whose 
ego is deeply invested in the cult of true 

All ye chumps· hail Ali 
by Jain Simmons 

SPORTS FANS CROWDED closed--
drcuit T:V centers on October 29 to 
view the Ali-Foreman bout in Zaire, 
Africa. Those $15 ticket holders .were 
not disappointed,- after 8 dancing 
rounds, the underdog; Ali, lambasted 
Foreman and regained the World Box-
ing Title. 

Ali and Foreman both walked off 
with $15 million, but indeed Ali took 
more than the title and the money. 
Two unsuccessful attempts by the 
former Champ taunted the Sports 

_ World into placing "sure bets" on 
Foreman, the Associatio11s' "boy." 
Howard .Kosse! spoke of the fight as 
Ali's last and offered confidence to 
conservative America's hope fo,r the 
defeat of uppity Muhammad. Ali's 
poetic ramblings were listened to by 
few experts, ·and even die-hard Ali 
fans liad ,second thoughts. And then, 
there were -those more courageous_ 
souls who revealed, "I want him to 
win, but I know he won't." Seem-
ingly, almost everyone had given up 
on the 32-year-old athlete. But he 
showed them all and reinstated the 
fury of.his ego to the boxing-arena. 

I,, 

This sideline sports fan salutes Ali's 
victory as a "s1ap in the face" of the 
draft board that took Ali's title be-
cause of his refusal to serve in Uncle 
Sam's army. .Muhammad has finally J, 

secured what was rightfully his years 
ago. Of course, it still remains· absurd 
that the military . sphere of society• 
could so strdngly influence a dedsion 
of the boxing world, especially since 
Ali's .draft fight centered around his 
C.O. stance as a member of the Muslim 
religion. 

Appropriately, the Muslim Church 
celebrated the victory of Brother Mu-
hammad with an award presented by 
the grandson of founder, Elijah Mu~ 
hamrnad. It was a jubilant event for 
these loyal supporters. 

Pleasure over Ali's success aside, 
it's discouraging to realize the amount 
of money invested in this flashy com-
petition of the muscle and the foot-
step. Already Ali, pub~c relations 
p)en, and hopeful sponsors are talking 
of the follow-up $10 million fight. 
Where will it end? 

Super-sports-heroes are skyrocket-
ing to wealth and dragging with .them 
the tight funds of the nai\ie fan who 
'!ill pay nearly any amount to sing.the 

praises of ''Did you see it? Man, that 
fourth round was rough ... " The car-
ousel of capitalism is forever spinning 
and receiving momentum from the fol-
lowers cf the heavyweights. One 
might expect today's recession tq 
deter 'such wild spending. Alas, the 
ooxing ring continues to prpvide ah 
aggressive outlet from the ugly ,reality 
of inflation. 

On another note, the· Ali syndi:ome 
needs· to be criticized for its reinforce~ 
ment and encouragement of the typi-
cal male role of almighty power and 
strength. One might choose to admire 
his overly-confident nature ih terms of 
uplifting · the identity of the black 
male. However, the sex-role recon-

r struction era of the '60s and '70s 
must touch all cultures if societal 
change is to be considered a reach-
able goal. 

So although the Ali win does good 
to the hearts of underdog loyalists 
and creates a positive attitude towa,rd 
overcoming struggles, Muhammad's 
WBA title remains an achievement of 
the Sports World of capitalists and 
sexists. All ye chumps hail the 

,Champ! 

,-

w_omanhood. Miriam is ·smart, ambi-
tious, _and politically conscious-the 
daughter .of a radical musician, she's 
been this way since childhood. But her 
beauty and sexual energy are the post-
adolescent rewards of. a homely and 
insecure child. She'devotes her young 
adult life to lpving difficult and de-
manding men and to precarious balanc-
ing acts between them and her work. 

Piercy's book seems predicated on 
the something-for-everyone 'theory of 
character development. This smorgas-
bord of lives, an insistence on reprea 
senting practically every type of female 
.oppression, from rape to-job discrimin-
ation to intellectual baa-mouthing by 
hip, politic~! men, means that we are 
offered maps of experience ratber than 
the-focused anci complex development 
of experieqces ang the social environ-
ments which help;create-t-h"em,, , • 

1'he charac;ter.s taJk_-.tpeiz: WXlY'. too 
glibly \hrough their heartaches and,vic-
tories. Beth, especially in her later poli~· 
tical phase, is described rather like a 
specimen of tpe modern feminist. She 
behaves in a mechanically logical way, 

~progressing towards an increasingly 
devoted woman-identified sensibility. 
Piercy short-circuits the.difficult reflec-
tion, the erratic personal rhythms 
which char~cterize personal and politi-
cal development. 

'.fhe book tries to humanize politics 
by fleshing out the details of certain 
common social__patterns. Experience is 
documented, often with humor. and 
i~sight,' but the book remains a barely 
fictionalized popularization of feminist 
ideology. Because Piercy doesn't re-
work tpe raw data of experience into 
something more textured, more, in-
sigptful and thorough, there is a quality 
of soap opera (where every conceivable 
complication in life arises but is always 
worked out in the end)-' 'The Days of 
,Our tives" for young, political women. 

PIERCY'S ijOOK might be seen as 
the first step towards a credible and 
deeper feminist novel. She does lots of 
things right. Work is a major fac;:tor in 
each woman's life. In fact, the atten_ti9n 
paid to work-identity is often much 
more passionate ~ban that give~ to sex. 
The men are selfish and arrogant but 
they are not written off as genetically 
flawed humans. One of the men, Phil, 
emerges as an interesting, complicated 
character, finally able to adjust arrd 
re-think his life habits so he can give· 
and take love wi_thout controlling the 
relationship. 

People who like the book can reel off 
mrriads of instances where women, 
children, sex, work, and politics are 
presented with a quality never founif in 
fiction before. They see themselves and 
their personal histories artly, insight-
fully reflected. My objection is only 
that such sociological accuracy results 
in a kind of <;iocumentary which is easy 
to read and gratifying in a superficial 
way, but -finally ver,y _hollow. Perhaps 
Small Changes will break ground for a 
more intense, subtle, and imaginative 
portrayal of women's lives. ./ 
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Op itio mounting to 

Generalissimo Franco 

Franco's Cl reign 
by David Moberg 

Chicago NAM 

THE RIGID ROCOCO architecture 
of Spanish politics, with 81-year-old 
'Generalissimo Francisco Franco ·ruling 
from its pinnacle, is crumbling. The 
imminent collapse stems not only from 
age, but also from a crack in its founda-
tions ancl the persistent' battering of 
democratic forces within the country. 

Within the past few months, Spanish 
political 'live has changed dramatically. 
In July, a broai;I Spanish Democratic 
Alliance surfaced, linking such diverse 
forces as expansive capitalists and the 
ilJegal Communist Party. Later this 
winter, if an ·expected general strike 
takes place, the 35-year--old Franco di~-
tatorship may gi_ve WJlY to a transitional 
government promising political free-
doms and a general election for the first 
time since the fascist forces won power 
in one of the most turbulent, epochal 
social dramas of the thirties, the 
Spanish civil war. 

Although the recent dow~fall of the 
dictatorship in Portugal sent shock 
waves through Spain, the transforma-
tion of politics there will undoubted!y 
take a different course. But the out-
come may be similar. Two influential 
,representatives of the Spanish Demo-
cratic Alliance, lawyer Juan Aguirre 
(34), and Professor Carmen Alvarez 
( 32), visited Chicago recently, offering 
their vision of the birth of a new Spain. 

Having lived under Franco· all their 
lives, Agruirre and Alvarez represent 
the new opposition in Spain, uniting 
with an older generation which kept a 
resistance alive throughout the decades 
under Franco's Falangist Party. (Spo~-
s9rs of their public visit to Chicago-
including a speech at Chicago's Mid-
land Hotel on ·November 9-reflect the 
old and new American interests i~ 
Spain's fate: veterans of the American 
volunteer Units who fought against 
Franco, and the three-year-old New 
American Movement.) 

CP out of govt.- for now 
Italy on the brink? 

by Marco Ponti* 

After a month-long·crisis, Italy has a 
new center-left government under the 
leadership of Aldo Moro. The govern-
ment does not include the Communist 
Party, although the Communists had 
negotiated for some time with Moro's 
party, the 'Christian Democrats, for a 
role in the government. 

Public employment amounts to an 
enormous bureaucratic machine de-
signeq by the Christian Democrats_ to 
control larg~ sectors of the electorate. 

POLITICAL PARTIES 

Soviet Union after World War II, which 
has seen the institutional role of other 
communist parties as more -important 
than their revolutionary role. This line 
was consistent with the direct interests 
of the Soviet Union and is justified by 

'an insistence that its interests are those 
Italian political parties roughly re- of the working class around the world. 

fleet the Italian socio-economic struc- The Italian unons are very powerful' 
ture. The largest party ~s the Christian and very well organized. They are 
Democrats (35-40% of the electorate). dominated by the Communist and 
They represent the interests of the' Socialist Parties. In the last five years, 
semi-public and private capitalist sec- however, the workers' movement has 

C Iii 1n 1n 
A PROVISIONAL GOVERNMEI\T 

After talks last spring, the Alliance 
was formed by a mind-bogglin,g assort-
ment of political parties, personalities, 
and social groups- bankers and indus-
trialists, landowners, Roman Catholic 
groups (including members of the 
long-powerful Catholic lay organization 
Opus Dei), members of two monarchist 
parties, representatives of various so-
cialist parties, members of the under-
ground movement, organized women, 
and leaders from the Spanish Commu-
nist Party, which has taken a political 
stance increasingly independent of the 
Soviet Unipn. 

The program that unites this other-
wise contradictory melange of political 
tendencies is a call for democracy and 
freedom in a country which has seen 
little of either in over three decades. 
Above all, they want a provisional gov-
ernment, which would· declare a!'llnesty 
for political prisoners, legalization of all 
political parties, recognition of rights to 
independent trade union activity and 
the right to strike, assemble and peace-
ably demonstrate, freedom of the press, 

., separation of Church and state, and the 
recognition of the special ethnic charac-
ter of 'the regions of Euzkadi (the 
Basques), Galicia (northwestern Spain) 
·and Catalonia. Within 12 to 18 months, 
the government would hold elections 
and begin efforts to join the Common 
Market, which has· excluded Spain as 
undemocratic. The military would be 
neutral. 

Aguirre and Alvarez are confident 
that such changes are coming one way 
or another since Franco's support has 
withered. "The impression we have," 
Aguirre said, "is that the Franco gov-
ernment's only aim is to survive. It has The formation of the Moro govern-

ment does not close the door on these 
negotiations, whicl:fcontinue now-on an. 
unofficial oasis. A'fid the selection of 
Moro (a figure ~ore acceptable to the 
Communists than, say·, Am'intore 

:tors. Their- soeial· ba~e....is.alteJ,,agi;.i@b.:.,....,..be"9mei.:1>ome;what~more a'!toDQIDOllfi. -
tural world, the lower middle class ·through riew -0rganizations at the work-

no long-term or middle-term pro-
~,, gram:1:.~- •-~-..: J.-::. .. .... . 

When Admiral' Carrerci' l31an·c6 was# 

· Fanfani) indicates that the commu-
nists' long struggle to enter the govern-
ment has merely begun a new phase. 

Although the Italian Communist 
Party is the second. largest party in th'e 
country, it has never been part of the 
ruling coalition of the country. The poli-
tical affair that it has pursued with the 
Christian Democrats is the logical ex-
t!3nsion of policies that the Communists 
adopted after World War II and the 
severe crisis that has gripped the . 
Italian economy and generated by 
several factors: the low productivity of 
agriculture, trade, ~nd the public sec-
tor; the weakness of an industrial 
sector with a low level of technological 
content and low rate of reinvestment 
(its growth having been based primar-
ily on the availability of cheap labor) 
which was nevertheless the corner-
stone •of the Italian economy; the oil 
crisis which had the. effect of deepening 
and accel~rating a crisis. of profits that 
had been primarily caused by the first 
two factors. 

The crisis and the political courtship 
can }?e fully understood only within tlie 
context of capitalism and politics in 
Italy-a very special case. 

In Italy the private monopolistic 
sector of the economy (auto, rubber, 
textile-chemical) sha,res economic 
·power with the "publicaliy-owned"· 
sector (steel, petro-chemical, credit, 
and finance). Of course, the behavior of 
the ''public'' sector is far out of public 
control-they are autonomous centers 
of power whose goals are a mix of eco-
nomics and politics (social control). 

The "competitive" sector of Italian 
industry is very weak organizationally 
and in terms of productivity, btit 
employs most Italian workers. 

* Marco Ponti is a membet of II Mani~ 
fesio, an italian Marxist organization 
that left the Italian Communist Party in 

(commerce and public employees), and place (plant councils, area ,meetings, 
some sectors of the less organized etc.). The role of the groups to the left 
working class. of the Comipunist Party was very 
, The fascist party (MSI) has a solid important in developing these trends. 
base in the armed forces, the reaction- The most importaJ).t of these groups are 
ary sectors of industry and landowners, II Manifesto, Lotta Continua, A van- . 
and the unemployed and underem- guardia Operaia. After a period of total 
ployed masses of sout.hern Italy. Its division and rigid dogmatism these 
electoral support ranges from 6-9%. groups now operate on a more collabor-

The Socialist Party (PSI-10-15% of ative basis. 
the electorate) has been co-opted since 

·...__1960 in center-left governments led by 
the Christian Democrats. Its base 
comes ·mostly from liberal intellectuals 
and parts of the working class. 

The Communist Party (PCI-25-30% 
of the· electorate) is the party of the Ital-
ian working class. However, ,it has 
made inroads among voters from the 
lower middle class since its turn toward 
a classic social-democratic strategy of 
evolutionary socialism. This turn 
toward social democracy has been a 
long and difficult one foi:_ the PCI. Its 
roots are in the foreign policy of the 

CAPITALIST SOLUTIONS TO CRISIS 

The power of the workers' move-
ment, . and the spectrum of political 
forces in Italy has left the Italian c_api-
talist class with only two potential 
"solutions'' to the econQmic crisis. ·'.l'he 
first of these social. projects is a coup 
d'etat from the right. There have 
alre!J.dY been t\\'.o serious attempts at a 
coup-one in 1970 and one last sum-
mer. Both were milit~ry attempts and 
( Continued on page 18) 

the 1960's. Workers In Turin demonstrate against layoffs. 

killed by a bomb last December, Franco 
lost the leader who was picked to 
assure a smooth..f.ransition after Franco 
dies or departs. In response to the en-
suing crisis, several liberal 1 reformist 
ministers were named to the cabinet, 
but recently one of them, the minister 
of information, was dismissed and the 
finance minister quit in sympathy. 

With the more progr4!lssive elements 
gone, the base of the Franco govern-
ment has shrunk, according to Aguirre, 
to "the fascist appar'attis of tlie Falange 
(Franco's party holding government 
bureaucratic posts), and part of the big 
capitalists. The government is still 
there because th~ army hasn't an-
nounced itself against what is going on, 
-~nd the army has always been a 
support of Franco's regime.'' 

T he Alliance sees some army officers 
favoring democracy, others a right-
wing coup. They think a move from the 
right has been discouraged by changes 
in public opinion after the fall of 
Franco's counterpart, Gaetano, in Por-
tugal. "Society is changing and the 
army is not insensitive to• .th~se chan-
ges:" Aguirre said. "The army is very 
unpopQla,r. ,S~eing that the Portuguese 
army has been the protagonist of 
changes and seeing their admiration 
and respect in their country has obliged 
the army to think. We don't think the 
army is going to initiate democratic 
changes in Spain. At this moment the 
army would support Juan Carlos (the 
Bourbon prince Franco favors as suc-
cessor, but in the future, if the alliance 
becomes stronger, we think the army's 

· position will change. The Democratic 
Alliance program expresses the inter-
ests of the whole of the Spanish people, 
and with time the army will realize 
these changes must take place; and if 
they do not support the program of the 
Alliance, they will at least realize they 
must stay neutrl!I. We say in Spain 
there can be changes without .the army, 
(Continued on page 18) 

\ ,.,.,. 
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DemY-stif)dng the economy -~ 

our long march 
by Barba.ra and John Ehrenreich 

Metropolis NAM 
TijERE'S A STORY told about the early days of 

the Cuban revolufamary government. Fidel got 
19gether a group_ of revoluti9nary leaders to set up 
the new government. At one point he asked,_ ''Is 
anyone here a gqod economist?'' Che Guevera 
raised his .hand.- "Okay," said Fide1, "you'll be 
Minister of Industry, then, Che." After the me~ting 
Fid_eI approached-Che and-said, "Che, I didn't know 
you :were an economist.'' ... l<;conomist ! '' Che replied-
with surprise; "I thought you asked if anyone was ; 
good Communist!'' 

The story is probably not true, but there's a lesson 
in it anyway. For~many of us the economy is so con-
fusing that when we have to deal with it we forget we 
.are socialists and insteaq feel helpless because we 
are·not economists. 

Economics is a total mystery for most of us. We 
hear phrases like ·''liquidity crisis,'' '' recycling pet-
-rodollars, '·' "special drawing .rights," and "cost-
push inflation" and we panic. We cloak the economy 
in such mystery that sometimes it seems to us 
almost like some capricious and powerful organ-
•ism----'- ''The Economy.'' Cutting down. the. rate qf 
industrial growth to halt pollution is impo.s;,ible, we 
are told; think about what it would do to The 
Economy. Lick ;y:ou_r pJate elean, President-F'ord t~lls 
us, for the sake of The Eco!'-omy. 
What"s going 9n here? Do we all r~ally have to-

-Auto companies spend half 8c billion dollars a· 
year on advertising their products; • 
Econ0my witlrout'·a .graduate education? What we 
think we have to do, to st.art with, is to stop talking 
about Tl-Je Economy and start; a~king what is really -
going on. What are prices paying for_? What are 
wages. pay,ing for? What are we actually doing and 
making in this society? A"n!i these central issues are 
easily und.erstood by anyonJ. 

There i's ·an honorable tradition for taking this ap-
proach. Jt was 'Karl Marx who poi~ted out th.at un-
derneath all the-mystification of the economy-the 
numbers ·and the cash flows and the profit atid loss 
statements~lies _the r"eality of human llrlJor, of 

they_.h,ave to raise pricEl_s becap-se their -0wn costs are 
up, we tend to believe them, and we search relent-
lessly for excess profits as the ''rear• source of infla-
tion. But the real _ "_profits" are often not in the 
company's annual report labeled "profits,'' but in 
the "costs" the company incurs. Let's look at one 
case in more detail. ._ .- ·-, 

Automobiles are expepsiv_e, and prices have gone 
up sha:~ply in- the last feiF1y-ears .••Rising_raw material 
costs, ,labor costs, arid costs· of poll~ti()n .control and_ 
safety equipment bear part .of the blame. But 
·re,member some of the other-·' 'costs·•' of a new car: 
- Auto-companies spend.half a billion -dollars a year 
on advertising their. products; • 

-·Top auto executives earn close-t9 p.alf a million a 
year €(lch in salaries and-bonuses; 

-'Phe dir~ct costs,of annual model changes added 
up to some.'$1 billion;a yeai::_even fifteen ye!l.rs ago; 
. -Cars are obviously bigge__r, heavier (and thus 

use more gas), more powerful, and use much more 
chrome, plastic, steel, glass, copper, and other 
materials than they have to; 

-And cars are made to l>rea~ down_ ("planned 
obsolescence") so that we have to spend our 
'hard-earned money on all that chrome, executive 
salaries, ad\'.ertising, etc. perhaps twice as often as 
would be necessary if cars were built to last. 

We have, of course, not even exam'ined the 
possibility -that cars are not the most efficient, 
cheap, safe, -or even comfortable means of trans-
portation under any circumstances. But the point is, 
in car productiun, the notion of "costs" is -a fraud. 
Or more accurately ,1 tµe cost of producing something-
in a capitalist society is a capitalist cost. The price 
we pay for commodities simply bears no relation to 
the socially necessary co~t of producing that 
commodjty or of filling that need. Instead i~ reflects 
the -entfre fabric of capitalist-. exploitation, powe~, 
Wl:l._ste, .~c. • 

More generally, we could. say, that the entire 
U.S. economy'is based firmly on "".aste and junk: 
_ ..::.. $88 billion for "defense;" 

- $31 billfon for tobacco and alcoholic beverages; 

the energy used by the industry is wasted. Compan-
ies spend millions of·dollars for "research" on such 
vital problems as how: to"•'Jroduce yet one more 

. ·variety· of hafrspray-or' cold breakfast cereal. The 
'design ani prpquctl:on :of pac;kaging, primarily for 
- sales purposes', and the waste of retail store space 

due to the proliferation of more or less idimtical 
prbducts, adds up to an appreciable part of the cost 
.offood and miiny other- products. And so on. (And, 
Jest anyone chp.rge us with neglecting-the well-being 
of the millions of workers employed. in producing· all 
this waste, let us only recall that in 1972 there were 
over $100 billion in business profits and over $65 
biilion in family· incomes greater than $25,000 a 
year. These funds could easily be used to set the 
displac!:)d workers to work producing something use-
ful.) 

· · • .. · Tlf~•.second general point is, that in an economy 
based. on profits, things which meet human needs • 
are only by-products. The way things that are really 
vitaJ to human beings tend to get lost in capitalism · 

1 comes ov.t particularly dearly in the case of the big 
conglomerates: 

-Much of our pharmaceuticals are made by con-
glomerates which also make such thl.ngs • as pet 
foods, napalm, and hair- straighteners.- To the con-
glomerate, drugs are jus~ another ''profit center.'' 
· .....cOr take meat: the' big meatpacking companies 
are part oh:onglomer_ates or holding companies s1,1ch . 
as Greyhound Corporation ot LTV. In these compan-
ies, food itself is just another "profit center." 

All this wa~t(,!an.d irrationality of capitalism would 0 

be merely abslJ.rd - and amusing if all that was 
involved was only "cash•flows." But people are in-,. 
volved too. T,o take one example, part of the U.S. 
economy is a multi-million-dollar diet iµdustry. At 
the same. time, 14 million Americans are inalnour-
ished-tiot fat, but hungry. It gets. worse when you 
look at U.S. capitalism from a world perspective. 
Thousands of children in Africa are dying with their 
bellies puffed out from Kwashiorkor (protein malnu-
trition) while at the same time, two-thirds of the 
canned fish produce!i in the tf.S. is eaten every 
ye~r-by pet cats! Whole families in India commit-
suicide rather than watch each Qt,her starve to death. 
Meanwhile, In di.a' s entire current shortage of ferti-
lizer could he met by the amount of 'fertilizer used in 
the U.S. in one year for golf courses, lawns, and 
cemetaries! 

_.,~ ____ _pro.duc.tj~;.._--tm:d_ •disJri}iutio_n of -rea,l go.Q.q~ ~nd 
.;.,.,. services. And underne·ath the numbers and- ·1he 

jargon, too, lies the reality-of inequality, of expJoita-
tion, of waste. 

- $J5·-oillion fot expenses a)J.d p.t'.ofitsuf ih,surance 
.. ,, # t, , :companies;· 

THE LESSONS ARE C1EAR. The only kind of 
economy which can meet human needs is one which 
is set up to do that and nothing else. Capitalism-in 
crisis or not, with inflation or without, with unem-
ployme~t Qr without, ca~Taµd ages_n't 96 _the job. 

·There are no administrative· sl:>lutitnfs within the 
framework of capitalism to the crisis which capital-· 
ism has created for the human race. We have to stop 
playing the 0 capi~alist game of- looking for how to 
"solve"· inflation or .unemployment. We have to 
keep asking not just how much are we paying, but 
what we are paying for; not just how many people 
are employed, but what are they empl~yed doing? 
The economists can help us understand the details of 
how and why capitalism is in crisis. But all of us can 
unq.erstand and explain the det5ths of that crisis. 

- $~3 billio.n for advertising; 
- $4 blliion,for farmers not to grow~rops-; 
- $4 hiilion for cosmetics, hairsprays, etc.; 

THE COSTS OF CAPITALISM 
- $3.billion forjewelry. ~ 

Take the case 'of inflation. We all know that the 
price of something is ,"simply" its cost (including 
labor costs, raw material costs, and c.9sts of. distribu-
tion) plus a profit.for the manufacturer, the retail!:'r, 
and all the middlemen. When the companies say 

Now if all of these socially unnecessary expendi-
ture~ were· eliminated, the average family of four 
would have some $3,000 a year added to its purchas-
ing power1 That would take a lot of sting out of 
"infla,tion." Tl:us_is, if.anything, a low estimate. For 
instance,. it-has been estimated that .about 30% of 

More less for Christmas 
b;y"~icha:el Burke 

A'.S WE ENTER the 1974 Christ-
mas sea.son, it's ·hard· to ignore the 
fact that something else is going up 
bfsides the decorations at Macy's, . 
and faster-prices. No one will be·: 
surprised when inflation turns out to 
be the larges·t item -under everyone's 
tree. Nor will we be surprised when, 
unlike Mac;y' s decorations_, the. prices 
fail to come down in 1975. 

Untortunately, "there wilI b~ a sur-
prise under the rtational' .. Clrristmas 
tref this year: And though official 
Washlngton seems determined to pre-
serve- this little holiday secret, the 
news is leaking o_ut. 

What can it be? Economists, llke 
children, have been busy poking and 
measuring the current dimensions of 
this .surprise package, and they teU us 
that wliile it's of modest. proportions 
nQw, it ~ill get bigger.....:a dynamic 
surprise! The politicians_, in a style 
that fits both Christma~ and politics-
-as-usu al, are· flaying that there;s 
nothing under the tree but inflation. 

But 't_here really is something else 
under the tree {Ron Nessen can't 
ke~p a secret). It's an old"fashioned 
capitalist habit called recession, ·which 
really means six million Americans 
will be eating a Christmas dinner pur-, 

/ 

chased with food stamps. 
'to· economists, finding both infla-

tion and recession under· the same 
tree is a little bit like discovering 
there is no Santa Claus. In- capitalistic 
economies,_-or SQ the experts. tell us, 

· the twin evils of. inflation and reces-
sion never appear simultaneously. So 
much for the experts. Brit they also 
teH us ,that prices respond to supply 
and demand·, that is, prices go up and 
down. Even the casual ·observer 
knows that prices gQ up and some 
,pi::ices go up faster ·than others. (Ob-
viously, the e.xecutives of Standard Oil 
paid little attention to the idea that 
pri~es go down - Christmas- will be 
-lavish for some this year-·with or with-
out Santa Claus.) 

,One wonders what Gerald Ford's 
acfvice will he on how to cure reces-
sion. But the mind boggles when you 
recall that in the face of the worst 
SUf'!tained inflation in our ·history, or, 
to bend a phrase from the 1930's, The 
Great Inflation, Gerald Ford has 
·a,sked us to ·"clean our platei;;!" Ap-. 
parently, the so-called new economics 
does not penetrate football hemlets. 

The -real question, of s:ourse, is 
whether our capitalistic Chri"lltmas, 
1974 is• the best we can expect or has 
the time finally come to consider real 
altematjves to fine tuning and homi-
letic nonsense. J ,., "All I know, Ha1'H'Son, is that /!ve ·been on the board forty· 

years and have yet to see a11 excess _profi+" 

--~--
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Strike and Settlement in Coal: 
,, 

A NAM Special Report 
As New American Movement goes 0to 

press, members of the United Mine 
Workers of America are voting on a set-
tlement of their strike against the coal 
industry recommended by ~heir 'Presi-
dent, Arnold Miller. It is likely t_hat the 
results of this vote will be known by the 
t_ime you see this paper. 

'the settlement comes after the 
UMWA bargaining council had sent 
Miller back to the negotiating table to 
impr_o.ve pqrtions of an -earlier settle-
ment. "The wage package and vacation 
time were renegotiated in those ses-
sions. Other critical issues, such as 
mine safety and local right to strik9t 
were not regegotiated, and. consider-
able criticism of the pact by the rank 
and file has been raised over these 
-issues. _ 

The Hargaining sessions that led to 
the tentative pact included top govern-
ment mediator William Usery who, it is 
reported, threatened the imposition of 
a Taft-Hartley injunction in the event 
that the pact"i,s not accepted by the big 
union. Usery 's sabre rattling appa'F-
ently had some effect on the bargaining 
council which reversed initial votes of 
22-11 approvfng the contract. 

President Miller.and other wp. 'Union 
l-eadership went to the coal fields to sell 
the prJ.ct before the vote, and though he 
has promif;ed to heed the miners' man-
date, it is not likely that Miller could 
lead an effective strike in the event of a . 
rejection by the rank and file:· The 
union's suspension of a representative 
delegate convention in Pittsburgh pre-
viously scheduled to precede the vot-e, 

,.. has effectively limited the ability of the 
opposition to organize against the pact. 

This article discusses the terms of 
th.e origina! agreement·only .. }3ui it pro-
vides_ crucial insights into the process 
that led to the present $ituation. 

by Anne Lawrence 
Philadelphia Coalition to Support 

the Mineworkers' Strike 

On Thursday, Nov~mber 14, two 
days into the nationwide .coal strike 
which has left two-thirds of all mines 
idled and 110,000 miners out of work, 
Arnold Miller, president of the United 
Mine Workers of America, announced 
the negotiation of a tentative settle-
ment. "This is a· good contract," he 
told the pres~. "It is one we can sell to 
the membership.'' 

But Miller never got a chance to sell 
that pact to the membership. It was re-. 
jected by the union's bargaining council 
and he was sent back to· the negotiating 
table ·amid a chorus of rank-!U)d-file 
.criticism of the conti:act. -

The settlement which has provoked. 
this controversy, ~s something. - of a 
paradox. As Miller has poil\ted out, 
the proposed contract is the mo~t costly 
package won by labor yet this year and 
contains many provisions which mark 
real break-throughs for the miners. As 
such;· it reflects the Strength pf the 
rec~nt reform movement in the union, 
this summer's spirited orgaruzing vic-
tory in Harlan County, and ·the ever.--. , 
present thre~ of a rank-and-file rejec-
tion which backed up the negotiations. ' 

At the same tim~. however, ox:,. __ 
several key issues, the contract falls far 
short of the· demands originally pro-
posed by the UMWA, demands which 
might have been won through an effec-
tive use of the strike weapon. 

Opposition to the pact on ttie bar-
gaining council was based on an under-
standing that the rank and file would 
vote to press the strike on and get more 
concessions. The oppositionists in the 
council were, in other respects, sfrange 
political bedfellows. Thrown into the 
same camp by their ilisagreements 
with Miller were old Boyle hold-overs 
anxious to discredit Miller and his re-
form leade;ship_, sheer opportunists 
eager to advance their own careers in 
the union hierarehy, and finally, refor-

mers closely tied· to the rank-and-file 
mcivetnent and responding to pre~sures 
from below. 

The contract issues with which this 
patched-together majority found the 
most fault were, according to press re-
ports, chiefly.economic ones. 

Assuming that inflation continues to 
clip along at 12% per year, the council 
figured, the entire gain' in real wages 
over the course of the contract would 
_amount to littie more than 3-4 % . At 
worst, with even higher inflation rates, 

. -- the ~gains of the . contrac~ would be 
wiped out altogether. The council thus 
iristructedMillerto.bargain for more in 
the wage s~tion of the contract. 

In addition, the ~argaining council 
was unhappy with the vacation provi-
sions. In the '71-eontract, miners had 
one two-week ·vacation ·in July. It was 
cµstomaty·, ho_wever, for miners to 
wildcat during the week between 
Christmas and New Year'-s, thus in 
reality enjoying three weeks vacation 
time. 

The proposeq contract only specified 
two one-week vacations, .one in July 
and the other during Christmas week. 
The bargaining council,· expecting that 
miners would see -this as a cut in their 
total vacation time, called ·for a return 
to the-oid policy. 

1 RANK-AND-FILE- RESPONSE 

From the welter of conflicting reports 
from the coal fields, however, it seems 
that the contract issues with which the 
mm:ers are finding_ fablt are often not 
the ones which the bargaining council 
singled out for criticism. 

. M;ost galling to many miners is 
Miller's failure to win the right to strike 
over local grievances. Since the mid-
'60s, the incidence of wildcat strikes in 
the coal fields has soared, far surpas-

sing th·e- rate for any other industry. 
These work stoppages usuaUy _involve 
issues specific to, the local mine-often 
unresolved grievances in which the 
men v,vant immediate action. 

The operators ·use these wildcats as 
an excuse to harass local militants, by 
pinning them down with court actions, 
fines, and even imprisonment iri the 
wage of job actions. "They're haras-
sing us boys right out of business," 
was how one militant put it. "How can 
we keep ourselves organized if half of 
us are in jaif and the other half's got 
more fines than they can pay?'' 

right-to-strike clause in the con-
tract would give local militants some 
legal protection' against the legal har-
assment that results from their walk-
outs. 

The miners are also angered that the 
µnion did not win the right of an entire 
shift to walk out in the case of a safety 
hazard. The union has explained this. 
by pointing to what they did win-the 

' right of an individual to walk away from 
imminent danger. "But that doesn't 
mean anything,'' was how one miner 
responded. '' Anyone knows that we 
work as a team down here-not as iµdi-
viduals." 

Another point of contention concerns 
pay differentials. In the 1971 contract, 
Boyle negotiated an increase in the gap 
·in wages between the highest and 
'lowest paid miners. Opposititm to this 
clause was one of the main motivations 

·behind the wildcat stnkes of '71. This 
time around, some miners plan to vote 
against the contract' because Miller 
failed to correct this errpr. 

RANK-AND-FILE ORGANJZATION 
I 

Unfortunately, there does not e:ii;ist at 
the present time a nationwide- organ-. 
ized opposition within the rank and file , 

-,, 
capable of assuming decisive leader-
ship in the event of a contract.crisis. 

Folloy.,ing the election of the reform 
slate of 1972, the Miners For Democ-
racy, the national rank-and-file organi-
zation which nominated and elected 
Miller and his running mates, was dis-
mantled. Many MFDers were brought 

.• into secondary le.vels of the bureaucra-
cy, and the organization was allowed to 
fall apart. 

The Black Lung Association bran-
ches, another source of independent 
rank-and-file activity. were largely as-
similated~,12to the union bureaucracy as 
offices for processing black lung 
claims. 

In the absence of such national or-
ganization, the ·opposition to the: pre-
sent settlement, althol!gh it appears to 
share a broad consensus on tlie issues. 
is localized and fragmented. 

The one possible exception to this lo-
calism is the Miners' Right to Strike 
Committee. Based in Deistrict 29 in 
southern West Virg}nia, The committee 
circulated petitions throughout the coal 
fields stating the intent not to return to 
work under any contract that did not 
contain a .. right-to-strike" provision. 
To date, these petitions hf:ive garnered 
as many as 4,0QO signatures through-
out the central coal fields. 

· Just because the opposition is still 
diffused, however, does not rule out 

-the possibility of the emergence of a 
national network. The nationwide MFD 
was built from local fragments. This 
..process can, furthermore, occur ex-
tremely rapidly under the ,right condi-
tions. A national network emergedf 
within a matter of weeks to lead th!c" 
wildcats which br"f5ke but in the-wake <if 
Boyle.'s..sellout contract of '?I. -

One possibility that has been frustra-
ted by the union would have been the 
convention of delegates from some 800 
local unions in Pittsburgh-step two in 
the ratification process-which would 
have provided the occasion for such ap 
organization to develop. Many of the 
delegates represent presently local-
ized oppositionist forces and their ~-
sembly -in· Pittsburgh might ,,have lead 
to the formation of a national opposi-
tion. . 

A number of movement forces in the 
coal fields are attempting to play a cat-· 
alytic ~oie in the synthesis of local 
efforts. The Mountain Community 
Union in Morgantown, W.Va., for in-
stance, may attempt to arrange district-
wide meetings for oppositionists during 
the ratification process. The Council of 
Southern Mountains may be able to. 
play a sim11ar role in southwestern 
Virginia. 

CLOUDY FUTURE 

Right now, the future of the coal 
strike and tl)e miners' movement re-
mains in doubt. The strike could mark a_ 
defeat for the workers' movement. The 
contract could provide the occasion for 
the destruction of the Miller reform 
leadership and the resumption of 
power by the union• s right-wing fac-
tion. It could be the occasion for a com-
bined offensive by the industry and the 
government which could force the 
miners to accept the present contract, 
or worse. 

But it need not. In the last analysis, 
the outcome of this strike rests most' 
heavily on the response .of the miners 
themselves·to the contract crisis. A re-
surgence of rank-and-file organization 
on a national scale could press the 
strike forward, force _Miller and the 
op~rators back to the negotiating table, 
and wrest from the beleaguered indus-
try all that the miners originally de-
manded. Such a victory would 
strengthen the entire wqrking class 
movement. 

j 

--
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Struggle· of Brookside Women 
' ... ' -

Grows with 'Union YiCtory 
/ 

Gussie Mi)ls, a member of the ~~ookside Women's Club 

by Lucia Gattone and·Sue Ann Salmon 

The Brookside Stri/1<' is ouer 
aj't<'I' many month.,; of' strif'e. 

,.~ ,_._.,.., __ ,,. ,- - .J~s badi to the pit.~ j'or the miner 
and bac11 to the !1itchen for the 1ri'j'e. 

-Junior Deaton 

ON OUR ·w A Y TO the coal camps, we always. 
stopped for gas at Junior I)e~ton's stor~ which is 
righ_t next to the mine and is ·covei:ed with UMW A 
stickers. 'I_'he. two of us went back to HarJan to visit 
the women _we'd met over the past year during the 
struggle for a contia~t at Brookside. We-cwanted to 
find out what the end of the strike ·has meant to these 

· women. And from. talking w:ith to.em we feel Junior 
Deaton'.s poem'·misses SOIJlething: for· mal}y Brook-
side women, it:seems lo .be just·t1!,e beginning. 

T;he women, 50 strong, joined the picket lines Ol?, 

September 28, 1973, two months after the strike 
began. They were wives, widows, and relatives of 
striking miners, attempting to g.et around a court ' 
or_der limiting pi~kets to tnree at e?ch door of th~ 
mine. That same day they also fn.a,Iched through 
Harlan to pic~et company headquarters, and col-
lected money from passersby for the miners' s(rike 
fund. 

THE BROOKSIDE WOMEN'S CLUB . 

Soop they organized themselves into the Brook-
side Women's'Club, ·ancl in the 11 remaining months 
of the strike, shifts•-of:•wornen w(lre. out all day, every 
day. They }Jut up .!l· Christmas trf;le ·on the picket line 
in December and hung a scab i:p. effigy in March; 
they turnep._over cars or lay down in front of them to 
block the entrance to.the mine; they "wh~pped" a 
state policeman, and turned back scabs with 
broomsticks and switches (these included the mine 
president: He used to walk home for lunch," said 
Frieda ~rmes. "The women s½ared .him. Now he's 

-got a bodyguard to drive him. One of these days I'm 
going' to thrO\'.I' him in the damn river. "). When 
indictments were filed against them, some of the 
women wore disguises on the lines_ One said, ''I was 
out· ih a· black .wig one day, head tied -in a big scarf 
the ~?xt, _i,md h,iding behind the railroad ties the 
next .. 

'l'hey .dosed down not only the, rnihe, but the 
company store as-well. Theyswrote letters, spoke at 
rallies, and brought publiC" attention to the living 
conditions in company nouses .during the public 
hearings in Mar.ch. At their suggestion, a clir 
caravan of supporters from Dayton,_ Lexington, Lou-
isvitle·, an:d Cincinnati was organized. Some women 
ti:aveled to Pikeville-to support the women hospital 

workers on strike tpere; some challenged· ~he local 
newspaper's editorial policy and class alliance, And 
when the union showed "Salt of the Earth," they 
imm~diately t'bok the cue from the movie and began 
to pfan how to thwart aqy. mQves. the coFbp~nymight ' 

- make on 1ts then recent eviction notices. The com-
pany never took any action. 

Their ·houses were sho'f into, they were physjcally 
assaulted on ·the picket ltnes, they were indicted,-
fined, and jailed (takingtheir cliildren with them). 

Their overwhelming feeling..about the whole -ex-
perience perhaps was put b\.Jl,t by Gussie Mills: "I 
never had so much fun .. .I wouldn't have missed a 
day out there for anything.'' 

Not that the women weren't afraid-fear is not 
new to them .. During the.last 15 years, on the aver-
age of one miner -Rer working day has died in the 
nation's mines. Thes~ women' have waited fearfully 
and helplessly most of their lives. Maybe Gussie was 
experiencing the elation that comes from . finally 
being able to take some control oyer her life. 

WOMEN'S HERITAGE 

Before the September picketing, few of these 
women had had any personal experience on the 
picket lines, though they share jn, a heritage of 
women agit1~tors, organizers, as well as song writers 
from whom came some of our countryts. ffoest labqr 
songs. In the early 1900's Mother Jones-was in the 
coal fields telling the mountain women, "No strike 
was ever won without the, support of the women-
folk." In the bloody '20s and '30s, there was Aunt 
Molly Jackson fro.m Clay County, "a revolutidnary;a 
folk singer, and a prolific labor song ~riter." Her 

. 'half sister, Sara Ogan Gunning, gave us among 
others, "I Arn a Girl of Constant Sorrow,"' "Come 
AitYQU Coal Miners," and "L Hate the Compa~y 

_ bosses." In thEl \ate '50s, 60-year-old Granny Hager 
was at the forefront of the UMW As roving pickets in 
Perry County, and helped organize the Appalachian 
CQ_mmission for Full Employment. 

Florence Reese was an organizer and married to 
an organizer in Har Ian in the '30s. In the midst of the 
struggle she wrote on the back of an old calendar, 
"Which Side Are You On?" the song Pete Seeger 
was to make famous in the '40s. Gussie Mills sang , 
all & verses of the Harlan i974 ver;ion of Florertce's 
sorig for. us. One of them goes like this: 

I • • \.. 

When miners strik~ in Harlan town 
They are not by themselves 
'Cause students down in Charlotte town 
Will give old Carl Horn hell. 

Gussie met Florence wh~n the latter came down to 
Harlan to see some of the women in jail~ and ''To let 
the young people _know what we used. to go ·-

through." Gussie, a ,miner.'s widow who's been 
cripled· with a bone disease and on crutches since 
she was J 7, was out on the pickets every day with the 
rest of the wolllen. She and Florence, now 73, hit it 
9ff irnmediate1y: "Tha_t:s how I got acquainted with 
her, Guss'ie told us. "When these women was in jail,. 
f said; 'There's got to be something done. This has 
got to get out of Harlan.' So I went over there to 
where Florence was at and said, 'You're the woman 
I JVant to meet ·up with.' I laid .my arm around her 
neck and her and me have been friends ever since. 
You know;if we hadn't have gotten the publicity, we 
wouldn't have done hal~ as good as we did.'' 

Minnie Lu:ridsford's experience bears Gussie. out. 
At 70, she's the oldest woman in the club and one of 
most active. She described her e~periences during, 
the-violent '30s--when she was a young mother and 
wife of a striking miner: 'The. women didn't get out 
then ... we· had no organization, no group ... and 
there wasn't publicity then like there is now ... They 
was real careful not to let no news out of the camp. 
They kept it•right in the county with them ... It was 
like looking out thro:µgh a dark hole. It was awful 
rough. Ltold,rriy children then, if this ever happens 
anymore, mama would just.as soon be dead.'' 

Yet it was Minnie who boasted of her part~cipation· 
last June: ''I whipped one [sca,b] and it was the best 
thing that ever happened to me." ~QW'Minnie ]las 
quifl.he club, though. We learned that membership 

_ h~s always been fluid-12 to 15 regulars; and 30 to 
40 women they could call out on a moment's notice-. 
The club continues, _but many of the "regulars" 
haye left. We talked to three of ,them, Minnie, Sue, 
and Frieda, about what could have caused_ them to 
leave only a Vl;eelc_before the- contract was won. The 
told us. of differences both among the women, and 
between sorn_e of the women and the union local. 

TENSIONS WITH THE. !INION 

For a long time some of the women had felt dis-
-tressed by a few of the most vocal and politically 
rnpre radical women in the ~b,tb. "They'd go over 
our head and do things/' said Sue_. "It was 
supposed to be brought 'to a vote on any move we·• d 
made and, everybody agreed. But they'd do what 
they wanted and we'd all have t-o·pay for it." Neither 
Sue n_or the rest of the women seemed certain about 

. whether there was a connection between radical 
politics and what to them was an overbearing style. 

All .the women remained in spite of -inte111al 
tensions in the club until recently. Confusion and 
disagreement with the. union local. over use of funds 

, the womep had collected finally convinced some of 
them to quit. ''[They] said we was cheating; toot it 
was fraud for us to keep half the money [for the 
prescription fund] and give half of it.to the miners." 

· The women were insulted and hurt. 
Gussie sympathizes with the women who left, but 

still has high hopes for the club. ''Just as one bunch 
drops it another will pick it up.,. If they come out on 
strike in November and all those places tries to keep 
scabbing, they'll.. have to· be shut down. I know 
Minnie and Sue would be out there tomorrow if there 
was a strike: They all would." , 

Gussie could very well be right. Kentucky is num-
ber one in the nation in coal prodY.ction and the 
women know that "King C<>al" ru~di, Kentucky. 
The injustices of this last year in t~@ courts and on 
the picket lines are deeply felt. · 

"The .most I've learned is how dirty the courts 
are .... The State Police is crooked, the county laws 
are crooked, the lawyers are crooked, and the judges 
can be bought off,'' said Gussie. ''If you ain't a coal 
operator, you needn't get in.that Harlan court. They 
really lay it to you.'' The women have seen the man 
who shot.and killed Lawrence Jones go free: "They 
couldn't get an indictment aga1.nst him. It's on 
account of the [coal] operator's men behind him." 
Sue has seen her husband shot at, the culprit identi-
fied, and noactio:o. taken. ''We don't have any law or 
justice, either one. It makes you want to fight.'' So 
it's likely that soon these women may be back in. the 
club. again. For the club is still going strong, and 
from all in,dicatipp.s, still fighting. · 

Dorothy Johnson, who took her three girls wi.th 
·lier when $he went to jail, is one of the women who 
has stayed in the club. "We got black and white in it 
right now." -Sqe sounded as exctt,ed about it as she 
was during the strike: ''You know at the other mines 
they're bla~k ·men and black women too-black 
families. None of these is rniner's.·famili('ls. They're 
s·upporters. But there will be miners' families when 
we go into the other mines organizing.'' 
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by Judy MacLean 
Pittsburgh NAM 

DISTRICT FIVE oi the United Mine Workers. 
¥ ablonski country. The miners are reputed to• be 
very militant here in the Allegheny-Kiski Valley, 
outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It's November 
15, two days after the provisions of the contract 
negotiated by Arnold Miller and his team have been 
in the papers. So far, it's the only version the miners 
have seen, and they are skeptical. 

''The ·<;hances of this contract being accepted -are 
zero, at le!l-st arourid here," says a miner at the 
Miners' Clinic in New Kensington. "The biggest 
problem is the pensions. You just can't live on $250 a 
month apy more: We need a good pension, so a lot of 
these guys can retire. They're ·just han'gin' on now, 
workin' as long as they can. ' ' 

Another miner agrees and adds, ''How many guys 
live very long after they're pensioned?. Hell, you 
work 15-years in ·the mines, you got black lung for 
sme, even the government says that. They die in a 
year after they retire; wouldn't have retired if they 
coulda kept it up.'' · 

J. G. i~ a young miner in the Russellton mine. 
He's only been working for seven months and had 
tried hard to get into the. mines for months before 
that. In a way he {E;Jels lucky to have gotten in. Still, 
when asked about the contract, he replies, "It 
sucks.'' 

"It's nqt qµite what everybody expected," he 
adds. No orie he knows is pleased with what they've 
heard of the contract. "What's wrong is the retire-
ment, sick tiine; basically the benefits.'' 

lOt,r_gh the unorganized mines are their first 
·ityn6W, that:s not the only- struggle they tiee, 
..:fai@st, some of the women helped put 
;lier the Harlan Labor News, a paper "by and 
the workers and honest people of Harlan 
1ty.'' Included in the first issue is an expose of 
,pensive new federally fJ.!nded Health Mainten..:. 
Organization with an office in Harlan, as well 
rticles on discrimination· at the food stamp 
~. police brutality, strip mining, and "local gov-
lent complicity in bootlegging. Of special 
est to -Dorothy was an ·article on "working 
en,'' which cites "the serious lack of jobs for 
en i11 the county'' and the poor pay for what 
-is available. No women work in the coal mines 
1rlan County. But Dorothy informed us that' she 

of -12 women in the club who have applied for 
at Eastover. ''They gave us the run-around ... 
1s to the Coal Operators' Association. That guy 
·eal!y shocked. He didn'.t know what to_ think.'' 
during th·e strike, organizers ,had poured into 

m-from every branch and offshoot of the old and 
Left. Dorothy seemed to miss the opportunity 
>mmunication. "Everybody'd come and tell us 
they believed in ... We don't have many people 
1g in lately since we got-·the contract. But we 
,ts of mail...alHinds of papers -and books, too, 
about everywhere.'' 
rothy-says she's learned a lot since the strike, 
he isn't adverse to·using what she's learned at 
: ''.Used to be I wouldn't come out and teH !her 
mctj .not to do this or not to do that.- He said I 
cnanged ... you know, telling him." · 

eems very important to all the women we spoke 
hat they maintain an identity separate from the 
t,o.d.separate from the union "so they can't tell 
lat"to-do." "Besides," said Gussie, "Men and 
m ought to meet sepatately. They can't agree. 
n. would give up twice before a woman would 
lp,once." 
i women's perseverence is still being tested. 
first · target of their organizing efforts, a 
'l.entation election at High Splint, was lost by a 
w Iru\rgin-probably dlfe to the 70 or -SO 
,s" that were transferred ther~ during 'the. 
when efforts to open Brookside failed. T!!-king 
rnmple of the miners seriously, three wa_it-
1 in HarlaI). went out on strike for Better wages. 
lost their Jobs and now are facing a court in-
)µ. And only-. this week., five' of tlie women in 
1b were sentenced to jail for up to six months 
1tempt of court. 
on't be simply "back tp the kitchen" for any of 
Dmen. For they've _extended the issues from 
lining and striking to all ~reas where control 
lieir lives is- at stake. And ·as Gussie-'said, ''We 
give·up a-trying. We just keep on and·on.''11 

'-
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Mineworkers 
Speak Out· 

J. G: wants to see the· pension at $350 to $400 a 
month, and says of the sick time, "You can have a 
cold for five days. Five days isn't really that much 
time." As for safety measures, the papers -haven't 
made clear enough exactly what the contract says. 
"But from what we've heard of everything else, it's 
questionable, also. We'll just have to go over it care-
fully.'' 

I asked J. G. what he thought of-the contract trad-
ing the right to ·strike over local issues for the wage 
and benefit packag~. ''I haven't heard of that, but if 
it's so, I can guarantee you that the contract will be 
'no/ just on that issue. They won't go for it at.all." 

J. G. is prepared for a 'long strike. "If we tur_n this 
one down, the big.people just have to go back to the 
table, that's· all. \Ve get wha:t we want; it's just a 
matter of time. Miners have faced strikes a lot 
longer than several months before, so I'm sure 

· they'll do it again.'' 
What would. happen i( the President ordered the 

miners bac){ to work in the event o_f a long strike? 
"Well, they tried it before, and they didn't go back, 
so they'll probably try .it again, but nqbody will go 
back at all. No contract, no work.'' . 

J. G .can face the prospect of a long strike more 
easily than many miners - his wife works full time at -
the Miners' .Clinic. She commented, "This area is 
known as a big coal mining area, the whole Alles· 
gheny-Kiski Valley. I'm sure that everyone around 
will be backing them.'' For her a very important 
problem is the compensation f9r rnjuries in the 
mine. "If rny husband would·get hurt in the mine, I 
think right now this contract they're talking about 
would only provide for us '$150 which, you know, 
monthly, isn't a very good sum at all.'' 

What are the chances of this contract being 
ratified? "Slim," saysJ. G., "ver:xsli_m." 

The steep hills of the valley are brown now. The 
strike coinc;ided with the first days of hunting 
.sea:son, and miners joked about staying out at l~ast 
_for,J~tff~t }\"eek;_-Sp_rn.~J_i~._!;. J:?.· ~- a~d R. B., .bro-
thers-in-law who live near Apollo; PA, are using 
hunting season to store up. food for the long strike 
they anticipate. Earlier, in Septemb_er, the families 
did a lot Qf canning. -

D. L. sums up the contract: "It doesn't look like 
we' i;e going to get too much.." ()n .safety, he would 
like to see a clause in the contract that required a full 
crew .. :'Havin' one man short, some ~fthe things get 
neglected 'cau~e a man wasn't down there to do it. It 
sits there, then it's unsafe for the next crew comin' 
in.'" -

R. B. is not t~o impressed, with the inspection 
clause, which would have companJ-paid inspectors 
four times ll year. 'I Federal mine .inspectors come in 
now, and. they overlook quite a bit. Myself, I don't 
know too much about the mining laws, but I can look 
around and I can see lots of things that they over-
looked." · 

They see no way that miners will give up the right 
to strike on loca! safety issues. ''That'll never go. 
over. That's the only leg the miner has to stand on, - . 

is the strike, on safety. And safety is the biggest 
thing down there. It would just take one or two more 
guys down there, to take down some of the 
possibility of fires arid explosion. And the companies 
just don't want to put another guy on the payroll." 

Both are.aware-that the press and coal companies 
ar~ playing- up the agreement as inflationary. R. B. 
points.out, ''Last year you could ·buy a ton of coal for 
$13 right outside the mine I work ·at; this year it's 
doubled but the wages for the coal miner hasn't 
increased no thin'.!' 

"Companie_s are making 160.% profit over last 
year, but the coal miners are still getting the same 
basic· pay they were three, four, ~even fiye years 
ago," adds D. L. "Why should a man ha-ve to go 
down there, do that kind of work-mines are muddy, 
wet, cold, dark, rat-infested, arid, well, not the most 
suitable working conditions~go through what he 

__.... does down there? You don't have to work down 
there, but if it's the only job you can get nowadays, 
'cause I think unemployeme·nt's up Jo 7112 % and you 
have a family anct_you gotta I_Tiake some money so 
you have to work; why shouldn't you go for more 
money? Why shouldn't you want to enjoy life instead 
of just barely makin' ends meet and not be able to do 
anything in your spare time? Why shouldn't you 
have some time to go out and enjoy llJe? 
. If the President were to order the coalminers back 
to work, D. L. said, 'Tm not saying it will happen, 
but I'm pretty sure that pro-duct.ion would really be 
cut down, there'd be a lot more breakdowns, and 
probably a lot morn. power cuts, and baloney cable 
ran over, and a lot ·more flat tires, probably a lot 
more buggies going down, probably the feeder hit-
tin' the belt, and things like that, that would really 
shut the whole section down. And a good section, if 
you don't run into any trouble, gets out about 70 
cars-th1tt'd be about 140 tons; but if you run into all 
these problems, the coal company's going to be 
paying the coal miner but the coal company isn't 
going to be getting any Coal, and they're not going to 
bs)~any f1-Jrtb~r ahJ~f.ld." _ .~ ...;_ 

A. L., married to D. L., says the most important 
things she would like to see are '' More money and 
more safety. 'Cause he .comes home all the time, big 
gashes on his back, and everything, and it~as only 
aoout four weeks ago they went on strike for more 
safety-a kid got electrocuted down there: a roof 
bolter." 

"You·know," says D. L., "J never. thought I'd end 
up in the mines. My dad was killed in the mines, and 
an uncle, too. Never thought I'd be there.' ' · 

"They s~y we don;t have to work there,·" 
continues R. B., "hut there's 120,000 coal miners 
now and they say by 1980- they'll need 300,000. So 
someone's got-to do it.'· 

"No, I never thought it." D. L. looks _wistfully at 
R. B. ''I was going to .Community ·College, 
remember? Was going to be a conservationist. A 
conservationist!" He smiles. "Don't talk to me now 
about being no conservationist. No, I never thought 
I'd end up in the mines.' • 
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-------Our Socialist Heritage-----~~-. 

1919:, UMWA for Nationalization 
I 

The articlij! below focuses entirely on the fate of a 
demp,nd in the United Mine Workers for nationaliza-
tion of the coal industry, 1919-1927. A brief note on 
what was h(!,ppening to UMW in those years helps 
place the issue in its h_istorical context. 

Socialists constituted a powerful force in the 
UMW before 1919. At the 1912 AFL convention, for 
instance, sir of the seven UMW delegates voted for 
Max Hayes, the Socialist challenger to incumbent 
AFL pres'ident Samuel Gb'rnpers. "The· Collective 
ownership and· democratic managemenC.of all 
large-scale industries'' had been .a staple dem,and of 
the Socialist Party. 

The year J.919, when the UMW officially endorsed 
the nationalization progr.am, was marked by a high . 
tide of labor militancy and radicalism, exemplified in 
such phenomena as the great steel strike, the Seattle 
general strike, and a significant movement for a 
labor party_. 

In that same-:;ear the UMW struck the ·entire coal 
industry. The Federal government counte.red with a 
sweeping injunction. The strike received a mortal 
blow when John L. Lewis, acting president of the 
UMW [he was to assume the official mantle in 1920], 

by David Walls· 
Lexington NAM 

THE CLEVELAND CONVENTION of the UMW A 
in 1919.endcirsed a program calling fo); the nationali-
zation of the coal industry. UMW A President Frank 
Hayes and tlre statistician Robert Harlin had 
traveled to Europe in the wake of World War I to 
u~ge ;ountries short of coal to purchase some of the 
U.S. surplus. While in England they met with offi: 
cials of the British miners' union, which was cam-
paigning for nationalization of the coal 111ines. Im-
pressed with, the arguments- for public ownership, 
HaY.es. and li.a,rlin :worked...to.,give. nationalization,,:;, 
equal attention with the wage and hour demands at 
the 1919 conv~ntion. • The fate of the UMWA 
nationalization-program is traced by social ctemocra- · · 
tic reform leader John Brophy in chapters 12 and 13 
of his autobiography, A Miner's Wife. 

John L. Lewis presided over the 1919 convention, 
as Hayes was ill. Lewis- was known to be unsympa-
thetic to the nationalization demand being pushed 
by the socialists, but he did not oppose it as he was 
building .sg.'pport for his eventua1 succession to the 

-UMW A preside}lCy, which followed Hayes' resigna-
tion in 1920. A p1~n for-the-nationalization of the rail-
roads was being,support~d by the rail unions at .the 
time, and a proposed alliance between the rail and 
coal W!)rkers was enthusiastically reeeived at the 
UMW A convention. 

Post-war wage disputes and Lewj.s' lack of.interest 
in the nationalization program .Je_sl. to no action taken 
on the r~solution following the convehtion. Brophy, 
feeling ;hat the nationalization -mandate has been 
silently sabotaged by the UMW A headquarters for 
nearly two years, brought the issue before a special 
conventi!)n of UMW A District 2, of whtch he wai;; 
presid~nt, in western Pennsylvania in February, 
1921. A statement titled "The Miners' Program" 
was endorsed by the district convention, a strong-
hold of the socialists within the union'.i'The program, 
which called for government and worker control of 
the coal industry, presented the 1919 convention 
resolution on nationalization as founded on _the 
preamble to the constitution of the UMW A, which 
proclaimed that miners are entitled to ''the full 
social value of their product.'' _ 

Asect!on ofthe District~ statement read: 
Our challenge to the present b.asis of the coal in-
dustry •is this: The private ownership of the , 
great natural resource of -coal is morally inde-
fensible and economic.ally unsound. It means 
that coal is 'mined 'tor the profit of a compara-
tively few '"owners," instead of.for the use andf 
service 9f the public. It r~sults in chronic mis-
management of the mines: It results in exploita-
tion of the miner, through overwork, underpay, 
inadequate safeguards, bad housing, accidents, 
and, then, long and unnecessary periods of 
enforced idleness. It. tesults in unemployment 
when millions of consumers need coaL It results 
in high prices foi: coal when democratic met4ods 
of production would reduce the cost, increase 
·the production, and-give.a good American life to 
the miners. 

- a_nnou11,ced: "We are Americll,ns. We cannot fight 
our' government. '' From then on lhe position and 
strength of the. UMW were ste-adily eroded d;espite 
many displays of _great ;;,,ilitancy, courage, -and 
stubborn resistance.by tit~ miners. 
· ~fter a series of is.olal'ed strikes, marked by armed-
clashes (lnd bloodshed in WesfVirginia and Illinois, 
the UMW retained contracts only i'fJ Ohio, Indian(l, 
qnd Illinois by.1922. Such vast soft-coal regions as 

, Western l'ennsylva.nia and West Virginia were left 
without a un~on contract: By 1930, UMW member, 
ship had d__eclined tf) 150,'[)0Q from its 1919. peak of 
close to 500,000. Para_lleling1;he union cs decline was 
the. ascendancy of Lewis' total control arid his 
promulgation of el:ier more conservative policies. 

During the 1920s, John Brophy, a leacl.er of t'hl! 
nationalization campaign, also emerged as the 
standard-bearer of a progressil!e coa{itio~, including 
the Communists in the UMW, to challenge J;,ewis 
and his progr.am. -Heading a "Save the Union" 
ticket, Brophy opposed Lewi~ for the UMW pres~-

_detigy in 1926, and later charged he was beaten by 
· gross frq,u.ds 'in the official count that gave,. him 
60;661 votes to 173,323 for Lewis. 

4, 

Later in the year, at the 1921 AFL convention· in 
Denver, John L. Lewis decided to ~hallenge Samuel 
Gompers for the presidency of the AFL. Ho.uing.to 
win the support of the socialist-led unions. Lewis 
announced a platform endorsing nationalization of 
the mines. A number of progressives within the 
UMW A persisted in their distrust of Lewis and 
failed to support him. Their defection contributed to 
Lewis' defeat by Gompers. The October 1921 con-
vention of the UMW A followed so closely the Denver 
AFL convention that Lewis had·to reaffirm his sup-
poi:t for the nationalization program. 

Brophy and the 0th.er District 2 _officials had come 
to the convention with a statement, ''The -Govern-
ment of Coal," that elaborated the material in "The 
Miners' Program." The pamphlet summarized its 
program as "Coal for the people, the mines for the 
public, production for use .. " It went on to make the 
argument that coal should be treated as a public 
utility: 

Coal is a necessity. It is a public utility... Busi-
•ness enterprise, pivoted on profits, mismanages a 

public utility ... Firmly embedded in our Ameri-
can institutions is this idea that a public neces-
sity must come under public authority ... A pub-
lic utility exists for the use of the public and not 
for the creation of an American leisure class.'' 
The'resolutions committee of the 1921 UMWA 

convention reaffirmed. the nationalization stand, and 
Lewis appointed a Nationalizati9n Research Commit-
tee heaqed by Brophy. In 1922 tlie committee issued 
its report, titled "How to Run Coal: Suggestions for 
a Plan of Public Ownership, Public Control and 
Democratic Management in the Coal Industry.'' 

In 1928 the CommZfnists broke with the Brophy 
progressive group to form the Independent National 
Miners Union. Simultaneously Lewis conducted a 
sweeping purge of his opponents, including Brophy, 
from the UMW. · _ 

In 1935, after Lewis launched the Committee for 
Injustrial Organization, he f>~ought Brophy in as his 
adjutant with the title, Director of CIO. It !!)as a_ 
dramatic stroke, signifying Lewis' readiness for re-
conciliation with former enemies, including Commu-
nists and. assorted progressives, in a common 
endeavor to organize workets in: the basic industries. 
Lewis' "open-door" policy applied only to the CJO; 
he never extended it to the UMW, where he contin-
u<;d his exclusionist and autocratic reg-ime. 

Initially Brophy worked closely with the Left in his 
CIO post. His demotion by Lewis in 1939 was part of 
a gener_al move t6 trim Left strength. Later 01?,, 
especially post-World War JJ, when divisions within 
the, ClO sharpened, Brophy was amofi.g tlte more 
rabid "(J.nti-Communists" and became another 
conduit for a growing Catholic Church intervention 
in CIO affairs. 

The heart ot the report was a mechanism. through 
which three interests-the public, the miners, and 
the tech_nical and managerial specialists-could 
_share in the control and administration ol the coal 
industry. The plan proposed the creation of a Fed-
eral Commission of Mines; to be headed by a Secre-
tary of Mines as a member of the President's 
Cabinet. The Federal Commission of Mines wouJd 
collect statistics of energy needs, output, 'and stocks; 
determine overall budgets; fix prices; and conduct 
research. The day-to-day administration of the 
mines would be-fo the hands ohrNatio:hal Mining 
.Council, composed .of three kinds of members: 
miners;-cQal consu~rs,,-and administrative staff-
the finanacial, technical, and managerfal employees. 
Sub-units of the National Mining Com1til would 
include regional councils ·for the yarious coalfields, 
and mine committees at the local level. Collective 
bargaining would be conducted through a Joint 
Wage Scale Committee, comp~sed of representa-
tives of the UMWA and the National Mining Coun-
cil.The.proposal conduded with an estimate that $4½ 
billion would be a sufficient estimate bf the c~st t~ 
the federal government of purchasing the private 

- coal industry at a fair'price. 
Brophy's hopes to push the ''How to- Run Coal" 

plan worked out by :the Nationalization Research 
Committee were undercut by John L. Lewis. The 
editor of the UMW Journal denounced the work of 
the committee, ·and Lewis refused to support 
Brophy. Testifying• before a congressional commit-
tee investigating' the mismanagertf ent 'Of the- coal 
industry, Lewis stated that lie felt government ·own-
ership of coal to be an impossibility. Lewis' report to 
the next UMW A convention in 1924 was silent on 'the 
question of nationalization. A resolution reaffirming 
the UMWA's stand on nationalization was adopted, 
but no i;nore -action was taken by the national h;ead-
quarters. 

In 1925 Lewis authored The Miners' Struggle for 
American Standards in which he advocated· the 
"free play of natural economic laws" and a 
laissez-faire opposition to government intervention. 
The 1927 convention of the UMW A passed an 
amendment to the preamble·of the UMWA constitu-
tion which replaced the phrase that said the miners 
were due "the full social value of.their product" by a 
weaker "an equitable share of the fruits of their 
labor," reflecting. Lewis' business unionism. The 
1932 UMWA convention witnessed Ill) unsuccessful 
attempt to reverse the preamble amendment. 

Brophy 'Yrote that the action of the1 1924 
convention reaffirming the nationalization stand was 
"an epitaph over the· grave of the nationalization 
idea .. I kept hoping that we could reform, our lines . 
and resume the campaign, but that hope was never 
realized.'' · 
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Coat P-O\J\:er, ·• The Hidden Giant 
The plan of .the new oil-coal industry is to shift 

production from the underground, labor-intensive 
mines of Appalachia to the technology-dominant 
s~rip ~ines of the West. But they are not just plan-
ning to-strip the coal and send.it east. Transpqrtation 
has always been the limiting factor with coal. The 
job- of moving a $3 ton from Montana to Cleveland 
can cost another $9. For this reaspn, the energy-
industry's planned move west has been padded with. 
extensive blueprints for pn-site generating· plants, 
coal gratification plants, and the new technology for 
turning coal into a liquid fuel competitive with 
gasoline. 

by Tim Nesbitt 
Bay Area NAM 

LONG AFTkR ALT, the oil in· the world has 
bubbled down to the much of the deepest, most 
inaccessible wells, there ·wm still be plenty of ~oal. 
·By most estimates; there's enough of it to keep the 
world supplied at current rates of consumpticm for 
some...1,400 years. ·Even now, with nuclear power 
failing to. deliver its prp~isedmiracle of safe or ewn 
cheap new energy ,'and with the new high price of oil 
panicking governments and economists alike, coal is 
beginning to look li)rn a most reassuring resource to 
have around. 

"In the U.S. we tend not to think much of coal. Its 
uses, like the men and women who mine it, are 
usually invisible. Coal has no.thing .to do with 
gassing cars or fueling airplanes. Even iri terms of 
statistics, coal's share .of the n,ition~ energy econ-
-omy.is.now just 18% down from 70% in 19J0. It took 
"the UMW strike to make the point: WithouLcoal, 
some 45 % of U.S. electrical generating capacity 
would be deprived of fuel. The entire ·steel industry 
would shut down. And railroads. would be leff 
without their biggest source of revenue. 

The U.S. is the world's largest producer of coal. If 
an Organization of Coal Exporting Countries were 
formed, this country would be the new Saudi Arabia. 
We've been producing-more coal than we consume 
ever since the 19th century. One tenth of it goes 
abroad, mostly to Japan. Thus we hear of Japanese 
b1c1-sinessmen hustling.around the plains of the Dako-
tas trying to line up long-term contracts in an area 
that is now considered the new Persian Gulf of coal. 

All told, U.S. coal reserves total some 1.6 trillion 
tons. That's the amount considered eventually re• 
coverable:. In t-erms of energy, that coal is wor~h 
many times more than all the. oil reserves even 
guessed at Qy the most optimistic geologists. Even 
Texas has more of a resource in· coal than it ·ever had 
in oil and gas, and Texas is- only a third-rate coal 
area compared to Appalachia and the Northern. 
Plains. -

/ ' The U.S. Department of. the Interior once de-

Already, mine-mouth power plants are an ugly 
fact of life in the Southwest. The 2,075-megawatt 
station at Four Corners, N.M., burns 15,000 ton~of 
stripped coal daily·, blackening the sky for hundreds 
of miles above the desert. Burning coal, the science 
texts tell us, produ~es no· only oxides of sulfur and 
nitrogen, bu't carbbn dioxide,. mercury, and even 
small quantities of radioactive thorium and radium 
as well. 

Coal gasification and liquefaction plants will also -
take their toll on the environment. Both pi;ocesses 
require huge amounts of water. The National 
Petroleum Council estimates that 5.3 barrels of 
water will be needed for every barre'l of coal-based 
synthetic crude_ For t~is _technology to succeed-'in 
the West, the water will have to come from, and be 
removed from, a region already short in its supply. 

On these grouhds, environmentalists and local 
residents have launched a tough attack on coal's new 
promised land. A bill passed by the Senate last fall 

- would ban strip-mining on 35% of the western 
reserves. A House version passed this summer 
thre.atens...strict reclamation standards that may be 
i~possible to. meet in the arid Southwest and 
Northern Plains. 

All this will hardly stop the dev,elopment · of 
western coal. But it will slow it down. The proportion 
of strip-mined coal in the U .S-, which increased from 
less.Jhan a third in the· early '60s to a full 50 % last 
year, will certainly peak in the '70s. Then, it's back 
to the pits. 

Fortune magazine is already trumpeting the news: 
'' In the new world of costly energy, <leep-mined coal 
is a bargain. Even coal from a brand-new mine, µe-
veloped at today's high-capital costs, could be· sold 
profitably at a cost of ·$18· ·to $22 'a ion under a 
long-term contract .. ., Even a price of $18 a ton works 
out to only 75 cents per million BTU, half the cost of 
energy contained in Persi~n Gulf crude oil. .. '' scribed the great coal reserves · of Appalachia, 

..• ~str~tching•from w:estern-Pezms.ylvania thr..ough West 
~¥irginia-; -Ohio,-:Kentucky, ana· into-A:labamar aS".the. --- -< 

single most valuable mineral deposit on e~rth. This 

For the men and women in the mines, that's little 
, .,J.:~o~alp.a~~e;;_~!an§-c~e~esh~;:Qe-foizJ~niq~~' :~- ,-...;_;~~ol~tio_n., ~tfll!. ~e,_ ~w profita~ility of coal ~as 
Formation offers some 100- b1lribn-tons of1ow-su1fur ·· - alreacfy given them a stronger hana ·at-the -bargam-
coal in seams 20 to 250 feet thick and close enough to ing· table. As coal begins to recoup its plaee in the is where all the dirty .deep minipg is don·~. wher~ 

strip mining on a large scale first began, and where the surface to. be a prime target for the indu~try's · energy economy, the importance of the miner is 
new strip-mining m&.chinery Monstrous power already on the rise. · most U.S. production still takes place. The coal 

that's.hauled from these mines, and from the secon- shovels called GEMS (Giant -Earth Move~s). are Thatrise w4ll pe unsteady. If the price of oil dips, 
already ripping this c<;>al from the )anp. -at.-a rate of so too wi11 the dem~nd .for coal. And the oil dary deposjts of Illinois and Indiana, is the exclusive 

source of .coke for the U.S. steel industry and a prime return ·!)~r work.er hour thaf is Jive 'to -ten times.- industry's domination of coal production is unlikely 
source bf fueHor the utilities of the Midwest. - greater than th~t achieved in deep mirle's. ' to allow competitive development. However, oil can 

Ten years ago the energy indl!stries started bet~ · only become more and more.expensive as it recedes Still, when executives and economists gather to 
plot the new -future of coal_,- they ·now look to the 
West. The new economies of strip mining, together 
with recent environmenutl restrictions on sulfur· 
emissions, have trapsformed the low-g-ra.de, low-
sulfur bituminous .and lignite deposits of the 
Northern Great Plains into a promised land for the 
U.S.energy economy. The Fort Union Formation, 
sprea~ing throug eastern Montana; Wy_oming, and 
the western Dakotas, .is now said to contain , 'the 
most valuable coal reserves in the-world.'' 

ting heavily on this new· reserve of coal, Some thre.e- deeper ant! ·dtieper beneath the surface of the earth 
quarters of a million acres (_)f federally-.owned and farther out.to sea. Coal will be more resistant to 
western coal Imig w,ere _leased to companies·'like. this trend, if only because there's more-of it. 
Kennecott Copper, Shell, Atlantic Richfield, arid There's consolation in that. Dri.lling for oil and re-
Exxori. As one official of Exxon·ex,plained it to Cong- fining it need litt1e·human labor, The nuclear power 
ress, the oil companies saw the energy crisis coming industry gets by with even less. -Only coal mining 
(an interesting admission!) and concluded that the· requires anything lik~ a lalJor force. It's encouraging 
mining and. marketing of coal would. be. its best solu. ,· to know thaj;, as the coal industry once· again begins 
tion. Their motives, however, were not exactly to expand,• more power will depend on human 

-public-spirited. _hands. 

[;;! C, c, 

Mirineapolis Rent Strike ;. ~9 
by.Ann Norton and Bruce Rubenstein 

ONE NASTY WINTER afternoon m 
1964, some young men were sitting in 
the Triangle bar. Someone opene9- a 
Minnesota Daily and read a letter to the 
editor, aloud. 'It- was from ·a Social 
Sc~nce professor named Cooperman. 
He wrote abQut the West .Bank, and 
what a shame it was that ·students 
weren't relating to the area. There 
were references to its ethnic flavor, and 
the interestirtg sense of history one felt 
there. ·· 

REDEVELOPMENT FOR PROFIT 

Ten years have passed. A bunch of 
speculators banding tog.ether under the 
title Cedar Riverside Associates,· Inc., 
boqghtthe·West Ban{{. Dr. Coppenrian 
signed .on as th.eir chief ideologist, the 
expert in charge of sociological jive 
talk, and one of the leading che1;irlead-, 

ers for CRA's vision of the future. As 
an a"djunc~ to realizing their high-profit 
pipe dreams, the good Doc.tor an~ his 
friends have attempted to eradicate th_e 
neighborhood he spoke o_f so fondly 
long ago. 

They haven't succeed~d. ,Heeding 
_Cooperman's advice circa 1964, stu-
dents and other people moved into the 
West Bank. They were attracted by low 
rents and the generally human scale of 
things around Cedar and Riverside. 
CRA is now landloi;d to its natural ene-
·mies. 

Everything that has made residents 
move to. the West Bank is limped 
together under the category ''unrede-
veloped" acco~ding to the corporate 
view of reality. Unredeveloped places 
are currently in ''the planning stages.'' 
·Planning doesn't include- the people 
who live there. ' ....___ 

By last sUip.mer the plan had come 
unraveled so badly that CRA 's manage- . 
ment was stampeded-into a major blun~ ,_, 

dez:. They a'ttempted to raise the rent 
on 483 "unredeveloped µnits" at once, 
increases averaging 35 % and ranging 
up to 50%. In one stroke they managed 
to unite an opposition that. had been 
scattered up. to then. 

How CRA came to the crossroads is a 
long stor-y. It involves a land grab in the 
grand -tradition of the Florida coasi, 
southern Califqrnia, and the Yukon 
gold rush, perpetrated by people whose 
motives are buried under the special 
kind of bullshit craned out by high-
pri¼ed -planners, hired social scientists, 
and former public officials. 

PU'l' ON THE SQUEEZE 

All their expensively produced paper 
is designed to do just one thing: attract 
capital in the form of ~x money. When 
the tax money doesn't come directly 
from tile government, it is routed 
through investors in the fprm of tax 
shelte;s. Even n9w, as the corporation 

crumbles, CRA's new mouthpiece is 
spouting the new-"jargo]l in a final 
desperate pitch for tax money. 

President Finley, whose last gig was 
promoting a huge roller rink in Miami, 
is quoted in the Minneapolis Star as . 
wanting to "get housing to the people" 
because ·"that's the nam·e of- the 
game." Having failed to identify the' 
profit motive as the name ofthe game jt 
is easy _to see how he fails ,to explain 
why so much tax money is being spent 
for so little. 

Last spring CRA was faced with the 
problem of impr-m in~ its cash flow. 
H.U.D., the mairi funnel for public 
money', was disillusioned. As CRA's 
·losses accumulated, someone in the 
middle reaches -of gpvernment put on 
the squeeze. The corporate answer was 
to raise the rent. Although the piddling 
$50,000 or .so more they would collect 
each moath could barely pay the price 
(Continued on page 16) 
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.CIA's Colby Confronted at Harvard - \ 

by Peter S. Hogness 
Radcliffe/Harvard NAM 

WILLIAM COLBY; director of the CIA, came to 
Harvard in early November for a quiet dinner .and 
dignifie·d discussion with Harvard's Nieman Fellows. 
The peace of his evening was dJ.sturbed, though, by 
about 150 students who chanted and marched in the 
ruin outside for an hour and a half. 

The demonstrators chanted lines like, "Hey, hey, 
\vh~t d ··ya say, lets destabilize the CIA," and carried 
signs with such slogans as ''CIA out of every-/ 
where.·· They were Joined by Daniel Ellsberg, the... 
person who released the Pentagon Papers to the 
public. The day before, Ellsberg had spoken to the 
Nieman Fellows, a gro.up of journalists taking 
courses at Harvard for a year. He said he would not 
have done so if he had known his appearance would 
he used to legitimize Colby"s. · · 

Walter- Locke of Radcliffe/Harvard NAM spoke to 
the crowd about· CIA subversion or Salvador 
Allende's socialist government in Chile. Locke lived 
in Chile while Allende· was. in power, working with 
American Filmmaker Charles Honnan · who was 
killed during the coup. 

After Locke spoke, a delegation of. six protesters 
went inside the Faculty Club to demand that Colby • 
come out5ide and face questions. Colby refused, 
explaining, 'Tve been invited to a private party." 
Nieman· Curator James C. Thompson support-ed 
Colby"s refusal. asserting that Colby· had spok.en 
often to the public. "He's the 'most o'pen CIA 
director ever invented,·· said Thompson. 

When Colby mqved to the Club's eating area,.the 
students outside mov,ed with him and circle& 
bel)eath a window through which he could be seen.· 
The demonstrators chanted; "Colby, 'killi;r, Colby, 
killer," at him, and were dearly heard by those... 
ins.ide. They also chanted Chilean slogans, in both 
Spanish .and &nglish, such as "Obreros ... unidos ... 
jamas seran· vencidos/The workers ... united ... will 
never be defeated.··· 

The Noven:iber 5 protest was organized by Rad-
<:liffe/Harvard .NAM which had learned aQout 
Colby's visit only 20 hours before he was scheduled 

to arrive. The chapter moved into high gear to pre-
pare for the demonstration, which turned out to be 
the largest at Harvard since las spring' s rallies in 
support 'ofthe University Printers' strike. 

. MORE THAN INTELpGENCE GATHERING 
\ 

Colby is an important symbol not only because he 
is head of the <;IA. He has been with the Agency's 
covert operations division since it; was ·rounded, aiid 
his care.er makes clear that the CIA' s most important 
functions go fa:rbeyond "intelligence-gathering." · . 

Colby went to Saigon in 1959, officially as a Stat.e · 
Department "political officer" working in the U.S. 
Embassy. By his departure in 1962 he had become 
"first secretary of the Embassy." Actually he did 
nothing but CIA work all this time, and in this period 
·became the Agency's Saigon station chief. This'is a 
common practi_ce-_a large number of U.S. Embassy 
staff in Santiago have been exposed as CIA agents. 
It is a cover that the Agency uses throughout the -
world · 

1n 1968 Colby returned to Vietnam to head the 
pacification and: Phoenix programs. Phoenix was· a 
CIA-organized campaign of ,assassination, arrests, 
and torture d!;!sighed to destroy the National' 
Lib·eration Front '.s "infrastr•u_cture." According to 
Colby· s own testimony- before a a House.subcommit-
tee in 1971; the Phoenix program killed 20,587 
people and added 28,978 pri~oners tp Thieu's jails. 

Worke,S Organize • J 

Durham Hospital 
by_ Durham Health Co1Iective 

"ALL WORKERS at Dqke-men and women, 
'{Uacks and whites-will come together in our. mutual 
struggle w gain control of our work." , 

This quote symbolized the enthusiasm and spirit 
expressed when workers gathered together on 
October 20 for a un_ion rally to organize health work-
ers at Duke Hospital, Durham, NC. This campaign is 
important not only because of Duke's impact on 
Durham, but because of what Duke's empire 
symbolizes to the South. 

I ; 

workers ean take advantage of the fact that Terry 
Sanford", president of"Duke University, is ·an unde-
clared candidate for president of the U.S. · and, 
therefore, Sanford is particularly.concerned with his 
public image. The class conflict was made clear-with 
Mr. Williams_ statement: "You've got the thing 

-they've got to have-that hospital can't run witlwut 
.you." · 

Owusu Sadauki, the organizer for Local 77, was 
even more explicit when he described the relation-
ship•between workers and management at. Puke as a 
"struggle relationship ... , a class struggle ... , and ul-
timately the goal of our struggle is to run Duke! '' Fie 
expressed how Local 77 would be a "fighting union" 
and stressed the importance of Black and white, men 

According to other testimony before the same 
subcommittee, torture was regularly used in Phoenix 
interrogations. Methods inhluded applying severe 
electricaJ,shocks to prinsoners' genitals, pounding a 
six-inch dowel into a prisoner's ear, until they talked 
or died, pushing one prisoner out of a helicopter to 
encourage another to talk, and so on. · 

Colby presided ;Ver the :Phoenix program for a 
few years, and -$en returned to the CIA's main 

.-0ffice in Langley, Virginia. In 1973 he became 
Dep~ty Dir~ctor in charge of the Operations Divi-
all of the Agency's clandestine operations. Soine 
months later, Director Richard Helms found it wise 
to resign as a result of questions that were being 
asked about his role in the Watergate scandals, and 
Nixon nominated Colby to take his pl?ce (Helms was 
named Ambassador to Iran). 
,so COLBY CAME to the pinnacle at which he now 

sits-. But his powei: and the pow-er of the CIA no 
longer command the respect in this country that th~y 
once did. More and more Americans are coming to 
'understand what the. Agency actually does, and are 
calling for an end to its interventions abroad. Ac-
cording to a recent poll, 68% of all-Ame_ricans think 
that the CIA's intervention in Chile was wrong. 
Trade unionists are demanding· that the AFL-CIO 
sever rts links with· the CIA (New American 
Movemen't n~wspaper{.October l974). Opposition to 
the CIA is growing, and there is nothing on the 
horizon that 1ooks likely to diminish it. 

.. 

Building 
NAM 

· and ,women workers fighting together against Duke. · 
A major focus of Mr. Sadaukai's talk waS' that 
workers should fight together as a union, but ·ulti-
mately it is th!:) workers that· are most important, and 
a union is a weapon which must be used effectively 
and controlled by the work_ers. 

NAM had a table of literature including the news-
·paper 'and back issues· of ··Tell' ft Like It Is, a 
ne.wsletter of Du;rha~ .Health Workers-and Patients 

,published weekly by-the NAM Ourh)1m Health Col-
lective. Members·ofthe local NAM chapters are also 
involved in the Local 7_7• organizing commJttee. 

Duke is the-largest employer in Durham, -control-
ling well over 10%_ of the work force, and is the larg-
est hospital in the Southeast. Members of several 
local NAM chapters helped to organize and publicize 
t.he union rally for Local 77 of the American 
·Federation of State, County, and Municipal Em-
ployees. The rally, ·which was ·the first major 
unionizing effort at Duke since the NLRA was amen-
ded to cover non-profit institutions, brought toge-
ther Black and white workers with a program of 
speakers and entertainment. 

NAM hits ·ouke Power! 
.Two-of the ·speakers were members 9f other local 

unions in Durfiam. Mary Martin, a representatived 
of the Durham Central .Labor Union, spoke of how 
workers must come together and gather strength 
from one another through unionizing. Ms. Martin 
told of her day-to-day struggles and how ''from the 
day I was born until the day I die my life is controlled 
politically.'' She stressed that not only is it important 

.. · for workers to get together as a union, but that they 
have to actively build. rank-an!i-file control of the 
union - "I a:m the union and the union is me. " 

/ 

The second keynote spee'ch was by William 
Edwards, a Black worker at American Tobacco 
Company. He told of how he had helped organize his 
union, and stressed the necessity for all workers to 
participate in the organizing drive. He spoke of the 
hiring freeze' at Duke and described the manage-
ment as "using fou [the- workers] like slaughter 
horses-gettihg as much and anything they can get 
out of you." . 

Mr. Williams also.pointed out that the or~izing 

by Bob McMahon 
'Chapel ijill-NAM. 

Twenty pickets bearing signs reading' 'Disc:;onnect 
l\{a :bell" and .. "Don't Let UNC Sell U~ Into Duke's 
Power,'' marched outside the October 11 meeting of 
the U~ive~sity of North Carolina (UNC) Board of 
Trustees. ·· 

The demonstration, called by the newly-organized 
. UNC chapter of the New American Movement, was 
to protest a decision by UNC to sell the water, 
power, and telephone utilities in Chapel Hill to Duke 

' Power and Southern Bell. The University, which has 
owned these services in Chapel Hill for the past forty 
years, has decided to sell them to private corpora-r 
tions. The Board of Trustees meeting was scheduled 
to ratify that decision. 

A publicly-~wned, non-profit .corporation, Con-
sumers' Utility' eorporation had been established by 
local residents to bid for the µtilities. Support for the 
public corporation and OP,positibn to the private bid-

-ders was very strongly expressed, both.by commun-
ity residents- a:r;id the utility employees. Neverthe-
less, a special study co~mission set up to handle -the 
sale declded to recommend awarding the water and 
power to Duke and the phones to Bell. 

A local consumers' organization Orange County 
Citizens for Alternative Power (OCCAP), has 
chargJd t,hat this decision tota1ly ignored the inter-
ests of consumers. OCCAP also pointed to a number 

.of poss1}jle conflicts of interest linking members of 
the study commiiision and the UNC trustees to'both 
Duke and Bell. 

/ 

Members of the UNC NAM chapter have also be-
come active in the defense efforts for Joanne Little, a 
Black woman prisoner who is charged with murder 
for killing'in self-defense a guard who raped her. 
UNG NAM is working with the {?uke University 
chapters of NAM and the National Lawyers Guild to 
organize a demonstration at a talk by William Colby, 
Dir€ctor of the Central Intelligence Agency, sched-

,.. uled at Duke November 19. _ • 
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·by Brian Doherty 
Bread and Roses Community Music Center 

Bread and Roses NAM 

.PART OF THE TASK of making a revolution is 
building 'a revolutionary ,culture. That includes a 
"people's· music" and revolutionary songs-songs 
which either rais!; consciousness through their overt 
political content or through the sheer sense of-libera-
"tioh experienced when•listening. , 

For those on the Left, ''people ts music.''' has tradi-
tionally meant folk songs.. The mistake many 
radicals of all ages have made has been to confine 
their concept of political music to a few scratchy Pete 
Seeger records, with a couple of Phil Ochs thrown in 
here and there. But ifwe choose to define-folk music 
as music froll]. the. people, or "people's music," we 
have to broaden our conceptions, keeping in mind 
Woody Guthrie's analysis of an emergent Dylan. 
"Pete Seeger is a singer of folk songs;" Guthrie 
said, "but Dylan is a folk singer. " , . 
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body El_se Is," and "Surishine Silver Mine ... It's 

them. Better yet, start your own anti-capitalist, col-
lectively run record store! You can order them-singly 
or in bulk from the sources .listed below. Selling 
them is 'a great way to make money for .a political 
project, At Bread and ·Roses Community Music· 
we've found that once people·have a chance to hear 
tnemrthey go like hotca}rn.s. 

Virgo Rising: The Once and Future Woman 
Thunderbird Records LP 7037 

prQvocative, rockin ·, and engaging all at once, ·not to 
mention being a_superb musical/political mix._ 

A vailab1e from Paredon Records. 
Box 809, Brooklyn-, NY 11202 

At the Present Moment (Peggy Seeger and Ew·;m 
J\4_acColl) 
Rounder 4003 

A fiqe collection of anti-imperialist songs, especially 
"Big Cigars," a piece about the Cuban revolution. 
'Tm Gonna Be An Engineer," has qeen called one 
of the finest songs to come out.of the modern fem-
inist movement. , 

Available from the Rounder Collective 
186 Willow Ave. ,Somerville, MA 02144 

Hang In '[Here (Holly Near) 
Redwood Records 
A woman with a tremend"ous voice, fine politics, 

and friendly stage presence, Holly Near has become· 
_weil know on the J,e~ as a result of her travels with 

the Indochina Peace Campaign, as well as by per-
forming for a large number of movement benefits. 
Again, a fine album of anti-imperialist songs as well 
as a good song about growing up in Ainer-ica_. ·. 

Available through R·euwood Records 
565 Doolin Canyon, Ukiah, CA 

Honor Thy Womanself (Arlington Street Woman's 
Caucus) 
Rounder 4006 
Songs of liberatio'! by a women's group- in: 

Massachus~ts. They emphasize that the album is-a 
product "not of a singing group, but of a woman :s. 
group. 

.Dylan's songs reflect the feeling of a .people, par-
ticularly young people, whether he is singing 
"Blowin' in the Wind" or "Like a Rolling Storie." 
And-who is to say which song is more political. '1 

"Blowin' in the Wind" is a classic protest song in 
the folk tradition, wnile the real electrification of 
"Like a Rolling Stone" engenders a • sense of A collection of women's songs sung by a wide 

-variety of people. It .includes "Talking Want Ad," Full Count (Willow Tyson) 
liberation and, once heard, is not easily forgott~n. · "Housewife's Lament," and the nearly twenty-year- Lima Beans Records 
Who can measure the potiticaLimpace of "Rainy Day ·old "We Don't Neei:l the Men"by fabm: ballao.eer, • · ·· 
Women #12 and #35," with its final, triumphant Excellent, excellent, excellent. You've'-really got 

Malvina Reynolds. b 1· T b" t· h refrain, ·"Well l w_ ould not feel so all alone, to hear it to e 1eve it-. ysor\ com mes grea P r~-Available-·from Thunderbitd;-Records f lb h · · 1 ·• everybody must get stoned.'' ing with a strong delivery or an a Url;l t at 1s yrn:-325 Flint Street · Recent studies have indicated that many of the ally soaring, politically . powerful . and musically 
social and political values that were thought to be Renoi Nevact.a 89501 enjoyable. It is the first release on a women's label, 
held solely by the college-educated elited of the It Ain't Exactly Entertainment (Gerry Goffin) Lima Beans located in Columbia, DC. Lima Beans is 
1960's ar.e now· reflected in the young, non:college: Ade!phiAD 4102 one.ofthe_g,rowing number of all.women ow.nod and 
educated part of the working class. Tli.13 real cultural. operated record companies attempting to· counter 
barriers that have blocked coll~ge-educated radicals Includes a song about the whole· notion of ab the "macho and roll" style that has sp·ewed out of 
from even spe_a}{ing t4_.e same language as their age "honorable peace" after a.genocidal war as well as the-big record companies for years. , 
peers have. been transcended, in parl, by popular "Rainy Day Flying," the story of an American Available from Lima Bean Record:, 
music. bomber pilot in Indochina. 217 11th St. NE, Columbia, DC 2Q003 

-· .__-;_~T-.lf~Jft<filtasr~~~usio--~· · _ . Ava~lable•from Af,l~.!phi_~~Qf_ds_:::-[ --": ~--, .. , ... ,""_.. • . ; ~---~"-~;.;::;:. ··"-· ·_ •".,' ,,,. ,;" 
l;rein{pu~ out by the music c~ngl~~erates th~s~ -days· ;:,- &•Y .... - --~~ P-:tr.'B'&'2887SiTvef-Sprf-rig~•:M1) '2(}9CJ'r= --rif af<J":Tlre~eapiµi'tisfs_vstem:rl)ctrblfrff' Dan·e. ' "t - "-~ 
is afrociou~, and the politicaCeffect is often counter- · ?a,gdon P-1014 · .. 
revolutionary. . .-,- Force of Life.(Red Star Singers) Just from the title, can't you t~ll that you want to 

On the less widely distributed lal?eis·, there are a Paredon 1023 hear this record? And can you figure out why it isn't,_ 
number of exceJ:!tions to the schlock music sputtered The. Red Star Singers. ar-e a grpu_p of four people displayed,_ or even.c:·a:rried, at most record :tores? 
out of the corporate mac::hines. The labels are hard to who '' came together to unify and shire and socialiie _~ Available from Paredon 
find in most record stores because they usually can't our personal experie11ces as ,musicians at1d revolu- ,Box 809, Brookly, NY 1 f)W2, 
afford ads in Rolling Stone; hence, no demand. tionaries." Songs include "Belly of the Monster," 
When the big_ record companies have·a supply of "Vietnam Will Win," "Can't Be Free 'Til Every-
r:ecords by their artists I they can create the demand 
within weeks-nuff said about the notion of a "-free NAM CHAPTERS 
market. 

THE RECORDS listed below have all been re-
leasei rec.ently, so if your record store- doesn't l_iave 
them, put some pressure on them to start carrying 
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• The only newspaper that stand~ for a pop11lar socialist 
movement in the United States: 

• In-depth news <;overage of the international. and do-
mestic events and issues that concern the left and aU 
Americans . .,. , 

-q ~ndep~d~nt opinion and. ~ebate oti strategy for plac-
ing sooabsm on the pohocal agenda of .the United 
States. 
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United Campaign: 
Cutting US. Aid 
to Thieu&-Lon Nol 

I.. 

by Jim Miller 
Cleveland Indochina Education Project 

Indochina Peac;e Campaign 

In this past year, the U.S. antiwar 
movement has- gaine·d-new experience 
and matp.rity, while marking up some 
significa.nt victories. fo .-spite of the 
demoralization .,llifd general uncer-

-'tairity which. followed the collapse . of 
the "old" .antiwar movement, a core 
of activists has continued to work 
ag-a.inst U.S. intervention in Indochina 
-by mobilizing a broaa base of con-
cerned individuals and organizations. 

This _so-called ''remnant of the 
peace movement" has grown strong-
er, smarter, and tighter organization-
ally over the past year. It is made up 
of three .allied aJJd overlapping ele-
ments: 

)1) Indochina Peace Campaign. 
Started in 1972 on an ad hoc· basis, it 
now has 26 functioning chapters, a 
twice monthly newspaper Indochina 
Focal Point, sol)le excellent educa-
tional material, a defined political 
direction and program, and some na-
tionally recognized spokespersons. 

(2) United Campaign to End the 
War. Fifteen organizations - ranging 
from the Ameican Friends Service 
Committee and Clergy and Laity Con-
cerned, to the Union of Vietnamese in 
the U.S, and IPC-are unitep. around 
freeing Saigon's 200,000 political pris-
oners and ending U.S. aid to the 
Thieu and Lon Nol regimes. This 
bro~d front 9f progressive groups was 
formed at the Germantown, Ohio, 

· conference of antiwar activists in Oc-
tober, 1973. 

(3) Coalition to Stop Funding the 
War. A lobbying organization with 
paid Washington, D.C. staff founded 
originally to wotk for the Cambodia 

- bombing cut-off. It is Backed by a 
wide · constituency of unions 
(AFSCME, AFT), churches, and lib-
eral organizations. It has worked 
hand-in-hand with IPC and the United 
Campaign in the effort to end aid to 
Thieu and Lon Nol. 

The sustained activities of these 
organizations over the last year have 
had a meas4rable effect on public 
opinion, the media, and Congress. In 
the words of David Barton -0f AFSC, 
· 'the campaign has kept a billion 

doll~JS' out of Thieu's blQody paw&." 
This figure doesn't include the $300 
million that, C_ongress recently cut. 
from S~i~on: s .military !!_iq._,, 4:wa=.ent 
newspaper accounts i°iidicate much of 
Thieu'~- large air force h,as: · been 
grounded at least temporarily because 
of tlrese aid cuts. 

Given the hot debates arid close 
votes, which· are seldom s,een .in the 
traditional bi-partisan ''ratification'' 
of foreign policy in Congress', it is 
safe to Sa)' it's the Campaign's na, 
tional griiss-roots efforts wh,ich have 
tipped 'the ba)ance, thus bring the 
Peac;e Agreement. that much closer to 
implementation. ,, 
" For example, the United· Campaign 

· created the issue of Saigon's political 
prisoners by displaying tiger cages in 
every major ,city, by distributing thou-
sands of leaflets, and by informing 
and pressuring nearly every member 
of Congress. 

A Key advantage' of the United 
Campaign is that resources are pro-
duced in a coordinated manner and 

Mpls. Rent 
(Contiriued from page 13) 

of their .. management specialists," 
this would be a symbolic gesture in the 
direction of breaking even. Moreover, 
if they·got away with it, th~ character of 
the neighborhood would change. High 
rents would bring an influx of new 
tenants· with higher incomes-a new 
class to occupy units presently housing 
the opposittion. Simple economics 
would dictate the change. No one else 
could afford to live there. 

TENANTS' RESPONSE 

On June 30, 1974, 400 tenants of 
CRA voted to form the West Bank 
Tenants' Union. Such action was in 
response to the rent increases an-
nounced three days earlier .. The forma-
tion of the Tenants' Union is now 
accurately seen as a major step toward 
community control of the West Bank. 

Within a week after its formation, 

used. r.(iutually by all .the participating. 
groups. Such cooperation r.esults in 
greater impact for the resources since· 
they receive wider distribution and 
are of higher quality generally. A void-
ing duplication also saves consider-
able time and money. 

The United Campaign's most 
imp.ort;ant political tool is the "Indo-
china P~ace Pledge/Resolution. " The . 
pledge and resolution are identically 
worded statements which commit the 
signer to support the spirit and letter 
of the key provisions of the Peace 
Agreement-provisions whose imple-
mentation would result in the end of 
U.S. intervention. The pledge is to be 
signed by ·members· of Congress since 
they have a direct role in insuring 
implementation of the Agreements; 
the resolution . is signed by national, 
state,. and·. community leaders and 
organizations .. 

The intent behind the pledge/reso-
lution campaign is to pyramid support 
for the Peace Agreement in a: con~ 
scious, systematic, public way at ev-
ery level of American society .. This 
effort hasn't yet realized its full po-
tential, but much· has been accom-
plished since it was mandated in 
October, 1973. Over forty m!;!mbers of 
Congress have signeg the pe_ace 
pledge. Many of these· have been 
active floorleaders i11 the aid cu.t 
fights. \ 

Hundreds of organizations -and indi-
viduals have endorsed the peace reso-
lution, including the .lJnited Automo-
bile Workers union, the National· 
Council of Churches, the city councils 

· of Cleveland, Minneap_olis, and Gary, 
the l[hited Methodist Church, the 
Youngstown, Ohio, district council of 
the AFL-CIO, 'Mayor Thomas Bradley 
of Los Angeles, Patrick Gorman, sec-
retary of the Meatcutters union, the· 
National Women's Political Caucus, 
the California Democratic Council, 
etc. 
' The -peace resolution campaign has 

~ facilitated invaluable educational· work 
among local community leaders -and 
organiz.ations. It is an advantage, in 
this regard, that' the . .re.solution_ is 
J;i~iog u.§eg in- a national efforf--an:d 
has already won the endorsement of 
national organizations and individuals. 

The United Campaign has also put 
togeth.er a national schedule of actions 
and demonstrations over the past 
year. The most important events have 
been the International Days of con-
cern for Saigon's political prisoners in 
the fall of 1973, the week of actjons 
marking the first anniversary of the 
Peace Agreement last Jam.i.iµ-y, the· 
Ma:y 4 Kent State-Cambodia rally '. 
which drew 10))00 participants, the 
two-month-long fast and Ti~r Cage 
Vigil on the steps of the Capitol this 
sm;nmer, and the International Days 
of Concern this fall.· It is significant 
that this fall's 'Days of Concern was 
far more widespread than last fall's. 
It was obsenood in such unlikely 
places as South Carolina, as well as in 
nearly every major city in the country. 

Larry Levin, staff member of the 

the Union offered to negotiate a settle-
ment of the controversy with CRA. A 
volunteer negotiation committee of five 
members presented the demands-
three in number: recognition of the 
Union as the collective bargaining 
agent of. the tenants, recission of the 
rent increases while negotiations were 
in progress, ·and release of the financial 
data that CRA claimed validated the 
need for such substantial---increases. 
Not nexpectediy, the demands were· 
rejected by the corporation. 

The rejection and refusal to negotiate 
prompted the decision by-the Union to 
withhold rent u.ntil a settlement was 
negotiated between the Union and the 
corporation. The rent strike began 
August 1. By the time a settl~ment was 
reached two months latter, more than 
200.tenants had paid to the Union .rents 
in excess of $38,000. 

Whe·n the rent strike had been in 
progress for nearly a month, CRA 
agreed to negotiate rent levels with the 
Union. Negotiations continued until. 
September 27 when CRA agreed to the 
proposal offered by the Union. Septem-
ber 29 the agreement was accepted and 

..... 

Coalition to Stop Funding, calls the 
'UC's mass effort "literally unprece~ 
dented" in the area of foreign- polic;y. 
He comments that it is extremely rare 
for a major foreign policy issue to be 
created from the grl!ss-roots up, 
rather than down to .the people from 
the media and opinibn-makers pn 
high. (Actually, UC is ''.·re-creating" 
an issue which the goverµment is 
calling dead and ~one. And of course, 
jn th~ final. analysis, it is the_ political 
and military resistance of the Indo-
chinese peoples which "keeps the 
issue alive. ") .. 

This, the campaign has begun to 
break the back of the 1J.S. post~ 
Agreement strategy of the "averted· 
gaze," the carrying .out of the· Nixon 
Doctrine for Indochina through lulling 
the American people to sleep. It has 
become more difficult for the Nixon/ · 
Ford administrations to keep silent 
the news of continuing war in Indo-
china which claimed over 60,000 lives 
last year· (n«;!arly ten times the number 
who di•ed in the Mideast war). 

Evidence of concern in high places 
is not hard. to come by. A State mem-
orandum which was distributed to 
members of Congress warned of a 
"sophisticated,. long-term campaign to· 
cut. aid:" The widely syndicated 
Evans and Novak column red-baited 
the IPC several months ago. 

_More important, Saigon and the 
administration have publicly acknow-
ledged that the efforts of the cam-
paign are striking home . .Said Nguyen 
Van Thieu, "now· we have to negoti-
ate with our aHy, the United States, 
but they have to deal with their owp. 
problems. They are having domestic 
difficulties-they have their antiwar 
people and unenlightened people to 
deal with." 

Finally, Gerald F:ord sounded this 
note of tlespair: ''This Congress, by a 
majority of both houses, has forceq 
our country to let down a small, brave 
ally, fighting alone for survival. . .I am 
fearful that it may well be a sign of 
the times ... " (Washington Post, May 
12, 1974.) 

.IP.C ~tivists ·see· t,oo,--n~l-Jiber---~ -
ation strugglesofth~ p~~pl;s oi I~do- . 
china and of Southeast Asia as the 
c~ntral drama ·of the post-World War 
JI period-although not by any means 
the only drama, as the struggle of the 
Puerto Rican people and the rE'lcent 
-upheavals in Guinea-Bissau, Mozam-
bique, Portugal, and Greece have 
demonstrated again. 

Furthermore, the IPC sees the out-
come of the struggles in Indochina in 
an internationalist light, knowing that 
tl!is outcome will have a very large 
bearing on the possibility of future. 
social change in the U.S. and else-· 
where. 

We Americans are tied very closely 
to the peoples of Indochina by this 
historical logic. For activists on the 
Left in the U.S. these ties reflect both 
opportunity and obli~ation. To ignore 
them is really to ignore the very pro-
cess of history, which we repeatedly 
claim to under~tand. 

ratified by the Union membetship and 
the rent strike officially ended. 

BEYOND RENT CONTROL 

In spite of the fact that a settlement 
concerning rent levels was effected 
October 1, the West Bank Tenants 

- Union· continues to survi\?e and grow in 
strength. In all aspects of the property 
relatjonship, be it maintenance, ten-
ancy, or rent level, the Union continues 
to act as the negotiating agent for' the 
tehants in disputes with the landlord. 
Highly significant of its growth and via-
bility is the fact that Union meetings 
are now attended by residents of the 
Stage 1, the "redeveloped" property. 

Within the last month the Tenants' 
Union has joined forces with the 
Cedar-Riverside Environmental De-
fense Fund in the formation of a Com-
munity Development Corporation. This 
further development toward community 
control appears likely to become a 
reality on the West Bank and with it the 
end of inhuman profiteering by monop- , 
olisticcorporations such as CRA. 

I 
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·Prairie Fire: Anti•imRerialism & socialism 

Problems with bringing it back home 
' . 

Prairie Fire: The Political Statement of the 
Weather Underground. (Prairie Fire .Dis-
tributing Comm., Box 4ll'Tiines Plaza Sta., 
Brooklyn i 1217, or Box 40614, Sta. C, San 
Francisco 94110) $1.50 plus 25 C(lnts for 
mailing. 

by John Ehrenreich 
I 

PRAIRIE FIRE* the new political state-
ment of the Weather underground, has 
captured the imaginations of many 
people on the Left. ~ts poetry, its revo-
lutiop.3:ry fervor, its sense of confidence 
and strength, its identification with the 
world revolution, its moral purity-all 
transport us back in spirit to the heady 
days of 1968 and 1969. But Prairie Fire 
is more than a statement of faith. It is 
an attempt to analyze the present situa-
tion and to lay out a revolutionary strat-
egy for the American 'Left. And as a 
political statement, it has shortcom-
ings. 

It is impossible to do Prairie Fire 
justice in a short review. The range of 
subjects it touches on is immense: 
American history, women, Blacks, vio-
lence, the world food crisis, American 
class structure, to name just a few. In 
this review I will restrict myself to one_ 
aspect of Weather ideology only-the 
problem of reconciling anti-imperialism 
to domestic self-interest. 

AMERICA'S REVOLUTIONARY 
POTENTIAL 

The original power of Weather ideol-
ogy (and the principal problem with it, 
too) was its clear identification of the 
central dilemma of American social-
ism- the apparent contradiction be-
tween the immediate self-interest of 
the majority of the American working 

solved it, Prairie Fire would be reason 
for celebration, indeed. But, in fact 
they have not resolved. the contradic~ 
tiim; they have only fuzzE;Jd it over. 

The starting point of the new analysis 
is the same as that' of the old. Prairie 
Fire still defines the central thrust of an 
American revolutionary movement as 

- anti-imperialism: "Our intention is to 
disrupt the empire ... to att:ack from the 
inside ... " (p. 1)_.And Prairie Fire also 
reiterates the potential conflict between 
building an anti-imperialist movement 
and the immediate self-interest of the 
majority of Americ~ns: 

It is difficult to synthesize militant 
anti-imperialism with a mass base 
among.oppressor-nation people 
because of the whole fabric of 
~elative_ social/materi:al white-skin 
privqege. (p. 9) 

"It is difficult" -not "it is impossi-

BRI 

~al~ti--.-~ 
racist movements of the Third W orlcl. ~It'~ - .. ,, 
was over this conflict that the New Left 
split and has continueQ._ (o fragment 
itself. 

The original·W eat~ermen confronted 
the contradiction and concluded that a 
majoritatian socialist revolution was 
impossible in the U.S. They chose their 
side - that of the revolutionary peoples 
of the world- and thus came to see 
themselves as the army of the world 
revolution within the imperialist mother 
country. The Progressive Labor Party 
and, late:r, many of the current "Lenin-
ist" ·sects (the descendents of the 
''RYM II'' faction in SDS) took the op-
posite ,position: they argued that _by 
focusing on domestic self-interest is-
sues (e.g., oppression at th,e point of 
production, inflatiop, "sell-out" un-
ions, etc.), rath~r than on anti-
imperialism, the U.S. wo,t;king class 
could be organized for a mass socialist 
struggle. 

In Prairie Fire, the Weather Under-
groi.Ind attempts to come in from the 
cold. They still keep anti-imperialism at 
the center of their politics; but now 
they affirm a belief in the possibility of 
building a majoritarian sociaust move-
ment here .. * · 

If they had confronted the apparent 
contradiction in this position and re-

* Prairie Fire, _like much ~f the reft since 
Lenin, uses "imperialism" in a double 
sense. it means the economic, political, and 
military exploitation of the rest of the 
world's resources and peoples; and it-is a 
synonym for "monopoly capitalism" in all 
of its aspects, domestic, and.foreign. In this 
article we shall use "imperialism" in Jhe 
former sense only. The double use is, at 
best, confus_ing. At worst it leads to serious 
errors in analysis and strategy. In 1969, for 
in!ltance, it was clearly possible to create 
mass opposition to the course of" U.S. 
foreign policy, especially with .respect to 
Vietnam; equally clearling, doing so was_ not 
idetltical to creating a mass anti-capitalist 
movement. W eath.erman at the time under-
estimated the first possibility; it may not 

' have -underestimated the second. But sirice 
it identified the two, its conclusion on the '-, 
second cut it off from the important work of 
building an llllti-'War movement. 

J 

ble." And this is the central p_oint of 
the new analysis: a solution to the con-
tradictfori is now possible because 
conditions have changed since 1969. 

The 70s bring inflation, recession, 
unemployment, the chance of war 
and crisis.after crisis in the lives of 
millions here. We can foresee a 
time of food riots, unemployment 
councils, tenants' anti-eviction as-
sociations, neighborhood groups, 
anti-war org~niza,tions .. , (p. 146• 

The decline in imperialisri!'s fortunes 
is not, of course, simply a result of 
intE)rnal tendencies towar,d collapse, 
but of the ri_sing struggles of Third 
World peoples. Drawing on the experi-
ence of the Vietnam_ war period, Prairie 
Fire argues that the rising Third World 
anti-imperialist struggles produce war 
and economic crisis in the U.S., and 
limit the possibilities for capitalism to 
respond to the growing discontent 
these pr_oduce. -_ 

) 

The major weakness in this argu-
ment is 'its assumption that crisis in 
capitalism necessarily leads to mass 
socialist and mass anti-imperialist con-
·sciousness. Historically, Prairie Fire is 
on weak ground. There is nothing new 
in capitalist crisis. There has probably 

been no time in the last sixty years 
when leftists could not, and did not, 
make projections of the coming crisis of 
capitalism similar to those of Prairie 
Fire. And they were right: crisis has 
indeed followed crisis - tw-0 .world 
wars, the greatest deRression in his-
tory, dozens -of recessions, etc. But 
crises iri the industrialized capitalist 
nations have not produce.d successful 
revolutionary socialist movements, and 
have not produced sustained opposition 
to imperialism. 

The reason is, of -course, that social-
ism and anti-imperialism are not the 
only nor, indeed, the most likeiy popu-
lar· response to crises fn imperialist 
countries. Tlreir are alternatives, rang-
ing from reformist varieties of social-
ism on the Left to resurgent national 
chauvinism 'and fascism on the 'Right. 
Prairie Fire underestimates the power 
of nationalism and bf the self-interest 
of the majority of the I?eople in an 

THE 

as a massive shift toward socialist solu-
tions. 

What. reastm does Prairie Fire offer, 
then, for thinking· that a socialist 
response is more liktly than national-
ist ·or fascist one? Basically the Wea-
ther people are banking on the role of 

· women's .consciousness, youth con-
sciousness, and above all, Third World 
consciousne~. to· shape the responses 
of the majority of the working class: 

The great mass of the white collar 
workers, clerical~, ~ervice work-
ers, teachers, and professionals 
are underpaid, -exploited, and pro-
'foundly bored by the daily dulfness 
of their .-routines. They' comprise. 
the majority of the U:S. workforc,e 
at home... Their consciousness 
m_ust pe changed. The interpene-

1 tration of women's consciousness, 
youth consciousness, and Thkd 
World national identity are gl'.eat 
channels through which their class ( 
conscioU&w:iss-as workers oppos-
ing their class enemy-can be ir:ri-
gated a~d made fertile. (p. 117) 

Militance around a 'particular form 
of oppressio_n bears no simple or 
necessary relation t9 more general op-
position to the whole society-c1ass 
c·onsciousness· or socialist consciqus-
ness-and even less relation --to anti-
imperiali~t consciousness. Pmirie. Fire 
uses the notions of "militance," "class 
consciousness," and "anti-imperialist" 
more or less interchangeably-and 
hence is una:ble to extricate itself from 
this kind of confusion. 
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imperialist nation in retain1ng the im-
perialist system. Instead, it presumes 
that socialist consciousness will be the 
natural or spontaneous response of 
mcist Americans to the crisis in the 
system. 

My point is not to retur~n to Weather 
politics circa 1970 and argue that the 
majority of Americans are, indeed, 
hopeless cases as far as the world revo-
lution is· concerned. But I simply want 
to emphasize the depth of the dilemma: 
the majority of the American people, 
including most Blacks and other Third 
World people in the U.S., are the 
short-run b-eneficiaries of American 
imperialism. That is, as a result of im-
perialism past and present they enjoy a 

• relatively high (on a worlc;l scale) stan-
dard of· living and relative economic 
stability. 

This relative prosperity has traidi-
tionally formed a major bar.rier to the 
emergence of revohitionary;--movements 
here. And in-times of crisis in capital-
ism, produced by crise~ in the mainten-
ance of imperialism, it implies that a· 
large -number, if not a majority of 
Americans would have a strong interest 
in the restoration of imperialist rela-
tionships. There is no absolute neces-
sity that this kind of nationalist-re-
sponse·occur: But it is at lease as likely 

there are not solutions to these prob-
lems, that it is impossible to build !! 
mass revolutionary socialist and _anti-
imperialist movement. To the contrary, 
I think that the very existence of the 
Weather underground and, on a much 
larger sc;:ile, much of the New Left of 
the sixties, proves that people can and 
do think and act against their immedi-
ate material self-interest. I think, too, 
that there are many grounds for think-
ing a synthesis of domestic material 
and cultural needs with consistent anti-
imperiali1:1m is possible, both intellectu-
ally and as a basis of a mass wQrking 
class movement. 

But Prairie Fire does not provide ahy 
key to those solutions. This is the 
central failure of the book, for without 
any solution, the Weather ·"strategy•·• 
ends up as mere exhortation, a repea-
ted plea to tJ:ie remains of the.New Left 
to ''win a base of support for prison 
struggles,'' to organize people ''to 
oppose imperialist war and aggres-
sion, " and I to "oppos~ racism in 
practice," to "build international class 

,. -consciousness. ' ' 
I have been critical of Prairie Fire. 

But the really dewessing thing about 
the Left in the last few years is how 
quickly many people have been ready 
to drop their anti~imperialism b~cause 
it gets in the way, or because it simply 
seems irrelevant to day-to-day organiz-
ing. We have to rediscover the sen~e of 
moral outrage from which our politics 
came and which Prairie · Fire states 
better than_ any other recent writings on 
the ~eft. · 

But commitment is no substitute for 
strategy, Willpower no substitute for 
patience; and militance no substitute. 
for identification with our people's 
needs and dreams. The romanticism of 
the Weather people .makBs for good 
poetry and heroic day dreams, But the 
problem which the Weather people, 
more than anyone else, set for us five 
years ago-the problem of how to build 
a mass anti-imptirialist, socialist move~ 
ment in the imperialist mother coun-
try-remains essential to solve-and 
unsolved: 
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Page 18, NEW AME~ICAN MOVEMENT, Dec.' 74-J an.' 75 take place very soon '.in the. country_,. 
.even the tr?de union ·official.s r,ealize_ 
thi.s. and they 'fe.ar 'tbey will Qe' .\riQtim~ 
of the change, so they :would. rathet:. col-
laborate in some way with the work-
ers.'·' 

' . 

S .. AfriC8 
("Continued.from page·3) 
image internationally, S.A. 's policies of 
racial .an_d political repression continue 
at home. Frelimo supporters were 
recently arrested, a's were ·members of 
South African S~udent ,Organization 
(SASU). A newly passed Defense Bill 
imposes a fine of $14,000 or ten years 
for anyone .encouraging draft resist-
ance. 

:The three imperialist powers claim · 
that their veto in tl:,ie Security Council 
haa nothing to do . with supporting 
South Afr~i:\'ls:policies. They insist that 
Sout.h Africa is more likely to change its 
policies if it remains in the UN, where it 
wHr'be under .the "pressure of· dia-
logtie. •: ln fact· all three do support 

·.s<?uth 'Africa; econoi:njcally, militarily, 
and' politic:aUy. Tliis summer Britain 
sent a n~,val fleet to Simonstown; 

. France ~onti~s to S'\lpply milftaiy aid;. 
" anct'ihe U'S maintains .. a policy in favor 

of tl'i-e white regime as revealed in the 
expose by Tad Szulc (Esquire, Oct. 
1974) of·"Opetatfon Tar Baby." 

"Tar Bany" was·developedhy Henry 
l{iss'irrger at a National Security Coun-
cil ·meeting ir:i I;>ecember 1969 and 

·:.. ,approved by Richard Nixon in February 
·1970. The. policy· recognized that publ,ic 
support of South Africa i~ politically im-
practical ' 'given the sensitivities of the 
Black Ame.ric'an ·community and church 
and liberal groups." In orqei to i;oli-
tinue fo..protect U.S. interests in South 
Africa, the policy calls for public 
congemnation of South African apart-
,heid, arid increased military aid and 
economic support. 

The most significant recommenda-
tion by "Tar· Baby" was the gradual 
relaxation of military sanctions. The 
initial step·was to "reiax the·arms em-
bargo against South Africa with liberal 
treatments of equipment which cou'ld 

·· setve .t-'"eeifher,•ewilniiror'1nilitary "pur: ... 
.poses or which.could serve the common 
defense." -U .$. helicopters, Lear jets, 
and herbicides and defoliants of the 
type used in Vietnam, are'beip.g S?ld.to 
South Africa. After the victory of 
Frelimo in Mozambique, high level 
talks were held between South 'African 
Adm,iral Hugo· Biermann, andU:~. Ad-
miral Moorer of.the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and Acting Secretary of the Navy 
J. William Middendorf II. The U.S. 
also maintains a guided missile track-
ing station and.a NASA space tracking 
stati.on in South Africa. The CIA and 
South Afric_an secret service coop.erate 
closely, accordjng to the Szulc article. 

A fong-term strategic" reason for U.S. 
support is South Africa's location on 
the Indian Ocean, which is the scene of 
Russian naval activities and is also-par-
ticularly important as a route to the 
East sfnce the closing of the . Suez 
Canal. 

The U.S·. ha~ profitable interests in 
South A(rica. There are .375 U.S. com-
panies there which. reap a 20% profit 
margin, guaranteed by the South.Afri-
can system of migrant labor. Its rich 
natural 'resources of gold, uranium, dia-· 
monds, and coal have attracted capital-
ist exploitation by the U.S. and Britain 
particularly. 

A preeeden1 ·has been set by South 
Africa's expulsion froth the -General 
Assembly. Currently there is a petition 
being circulated tQ rally mass support 
to expel South Africa permanently from 
the UN. Workers have supported the 
South African people through the 
recent coal ·boycott and strike at the 
Southern Power Company in Atlanta, 
Georgia, which was supported by the. 
Longshoremen. . 

These events will make South Afri-
ca: s position in 'the UN increasingly 
tenuous and, the revelations of ''Tar 
Baby'' ~ill make it impossJ9le for the 
U .s~· to use the. facade of non-support. 
Th.e South African government is be-
coll'\ing further isolated .~s its people 
are gaining support from the people of 
the world. 

Spain 
( Continued-from page 7) 

but there cann.ot be changes -against 
the army." 

The provisional government would 
not p_ermanently settle questions of po-
1itical power fn Spain but would open 
up debate as thti parties within the 

· Alliance contended for their own view-
points in the general:elections. 

Acc6rding to one member of the 
Spanish underground interviewed by· 
N;\M in Pittsburgh, the. Communist 
~arty is part ·of the Alliance because it 
··will agree with the entry [ of Spaih into 
the Common Market] if it is in .the 
interests of the working class. The 
point is that Spain is.part of Europe a.nd 
the Spanish Communist Earty, as. the 
Italian Communist Party, is trying ·to 
organize the working class in all coun-
tries of Europe to unify the fight of the 
working class not only in one country 
but in all of Europe. The Communi~s 
say that Eµrope is an economic·commu-
nity and-therefore the working clas~ 
must take united action among · the 
workers-of differ~nt countries.'' 

Furthermore, the Communist Party 
of S_pa:in wants to 01:ganize Spanislr 
workers-who work in other coantries in 
·Europe. The position of.the Communist 
Party is that workers of foreign origin 
should have the same rights as the 
native citizens. The Party says: "If 
workers can produce surplus in another 
c.ountry then they should enjoy the 
_same rights f!.S the natiqnals. of tnat 
country. That is a key issue facing the 
working class today. · 

That both communists and 'Cf!,pitalists• 
can agree on replacing Fr_anco and call-
ing elections indicates how deeply 
Franco ts regime goes against the grain 
ol a developing Spain. During the past 
35.years, the country has changed from 
a ru:_al, -peasant society, dominated~by 
Ni~!iB.CJ:.!ll~"' .la~er~, ~n..,d..-.;t)ltl.. 
Church, to an industrial soci~ty with 
con,centi:ation~ ·of f?ctoty workers, 
clerks, and bureaucrats in oig ci.tfes.-

A:fter decades of.w_orsening-poverty, 
the peasants-turned-woikers begah to 
demand a larger share in the burgl;!on-
irig wealth. accumulated by the new fi-
nancial and industrial oligarchy'. ''{n 

the fight for economic demands (in the 
sixties)," Aguirre sa1d, "the workers 
found they did not have the freedom to . 
strike, to meet, to choose their leaders, 
and they realized the lack of freedom 
was a political issue." · 

SPAIN'S AWAKENING 

Spain's awakening was .spurred by 
the influ~ of tourists and the experience 
of emigrant Spanish workers-a fifth of 
tbe labor force-in rp.ore democratic 

The teetering regime has responded 
with what Aguirre and Alvarez describe 
as escalating repression: 20,000 people 
jitiled, heavily fined, arrested without 
charges, or fired for political reasons in 
the past year. Many opponents' of 
Franco are sent to prison without trial 
under a 1971 Code of Public Order 
which estabHshed a virtual continuous 
state of emergency. 

western European countries. Also, The Democratic Alliance critfcizes 
Aguirre said, "the· business commu- the United States as the only foreign 
nity, or a .part oi it, realized that for country supporting' Franco, partly be-
development it was necessary .to enter cause of the military bases for which 
Europe and th.,e Common Market, but lhe u .S. pays Franco $400 milli~n a 
they also realized it was not possible year. Ford Moto:r:, Company and many 

,.. because of,. the lack of freedom, the·· other American corporations ha.ve es-
existence of the dictatorship-, which tablished close ties with Franco as they 
was no longer useful to them:'' have set up factories in Spain, lured as • 

Even the Church, long a Franco bas- Business · Week described· it, by ·the 
tion, urged· more democracy. Worker- prevailing wages for skilled labor, half 
priests took part in organizing worker that of England, and a third that of 
commissions:._the unique, unofficial West Germany. Democratic opponents 
unions which have led strikes against of Franco. worry over recent reports 
employers .and challengeci the g()vern- that the CIA has named Spain their: 
ment-controlled unions. One priest was number two cont:ern in Eurdpe. - · 
among the "Carabanchel Ten," the The Democratic Alliaace thinks the 
leaders of the commissions who were showdown may come soon, and they 
give.n l~mg jail terms· last winter for hope it will not be violent. Within a few. 
'their illegal political activity. Many months,.they plan to launch a:nation-
priests, and event'the Bishop of Bilba, wide general stl,"ike against the declin-
have called for greater rights and au- ing standard of l~ving. Since '·Franco 
tonomy for th.e Basques, Catalans, and. appears weak, isolated, near the end of 
other distinct ethrtic groups in Spain. his fife, and lacking the plans· and 

The gre~test strike wave in recent power. to guarantee the continuation. of 
history was sparked this year by the his dictatorship, this crisis could be his 
soari11g cost of living, up 20 per -eent on· last, if the generals do not try to seize 
all goods and as much as 40 per cent on power and the United States resists 
staples. There have beenlhree.general temptations to prop up Franco. 
strikes in the textile manufacturing Handsome, intelligent, politically ex-
town of .Alcoy and two general strikes, perienced, ·Alvarez and Aguirre bqth 
touched off by autoworkers., in the city laughed when asked how confident 
of.. Valladoilitl. N~tionalist groups of they were the Democratic Alli~ce 
Euzkadi, Galicia, and Catalonia have could wrest the reins of .powe.r out of 
intensified pressure on Franco: tlie Franco'.s hands. "Tota)ly, absolutely 
blast which: killed Carrero Blanco was . confident,'' the professor ·a~d law)'er 
claimed by the underground ·Basque responded. "Perhaps we are wrong. 
organization, ETA, anq was set off, on However, we are confident the changes 
the eve -0f the. tri~l ·of. the C.~abanchel are -althouglr •w.e ·iloia;,t,.kpew; 

::(fell) ,µ.nt9.n~ ~aders7a•. ~Y!,DQQl..:..P.t:'1~ - ... w'fieri-:""•· ·· ··' ~.., -:;-· ,· ' - . 
., co;flict-in Spain as well as a manifesta- -•.---------------

tion of it. 
Worker commissions have often 

been able- to use official union offices-
and equipment., Aguir.re said, partly 
because they have real power and or-
ganization,, partly because "when ev-
eryone can see a change is going to 

lacked substantial political support • 
fr9m the capitalists. Nevertheless, the 
fascist threat remains a real one in · 
Italy .. (The Christian Democrats never 
tire of emphasizing this point in order 
to counterbalance the threat from the 
Left. In fact, they actively collaborate 
and ·m~y support fasci~ts in order to 
'maintain this balance.) 

· The second project is more favorable 
to the more-advanced capitalist sectors 
which need a profitable consumer 
market and an open international trade 
structµre. It consists IJlaihly of allowing 
the Communist Party into the govern-
ment after a very long negotiation, in 
which Communist positions will be 
slowly weakened. The politic~! price 
that the Communists will have to pay 
will .be social peace and labor disci-
.pline-the "Americanization" of the 
unions. 

One thing in this picture remains 
blurry.-the role of the U.S. (which 
opposes PCI entering the government). 
In my opinion, however, this is· a 
problem with the word "communist." 
The Party itself is and will continue to 
develop as a social democratic party. 

The cost.for the Italian capitalist sys-
tem will be a trivial OI!e :-- a larger part 
of the economy under the control of 
joint public-'private ownership. In this 
way "the state will be a better gtiaranf2r 
of profits than before. 

Published 20 years after the U.S. intervention.in Gua~ 
temala this 264-page book is the most comprehensive 
iadicai analysis in English of Guatemalan society and 
·politics. It i~ useful not only to those with a spe-
cial interest ·in. Guatemala and Central. America, b~t 
more-generally as a case study for all Latin America •. 
GUATEMALA aims to document the workings of U.S. imper-. 
ialist strategy for Guatemala, as well _as to analyze 

· the changlng nature .of t~e class struggle there. . 

The negotiations will be long, as I 
have said, but during this phase -the 
CPI will have to demonstrate its good 
faith by controlling the unions during . 
the deep·recession. 

The project is well conceived from 
the point of view of Italian capital. The 
only factor hot taken. into ac:couni is the , 
potenljal of the working class to take ' 
indep~ndent action. And time is work-
ing in this direction, so -that a real 
alternative to capitalism in Italy is 
taking shape with increasing force. 

Sin,ile copies: $5 ~ach (plus 50¢ for, postage? J. 
orders: 10-49 copies, $4 each;·50 or more copies, 
$3 each (plus 5% for ,postage). Order from NACLA: .Box '- . 
2i6, Berkeley CA 94701; or Box 51, Cathedral Station, 
New York NY 1Qo'2'5; Please inclµ~e paymint in orders. 
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line to eliminate disagreement. In fact, a 
correct line can only Qe developed through 
practice and the synthesis of disagreement, 
and even then is subject to change a~ its 
implementation changes the conditions it 
was to deiii with. 'l'he whole tendency of the 
thought of the new communists is towards 
political and economic dictatorship by a 

Dea,r NAM News Folk, 
I was really surprised by -the naivete of 

one sentence in Judy MacLean's and 
Saralee Hamilton's October' piece about 
China. "While we, are critical (of the fact) 
that lesbianism is not a possible lifestyle for 
Chinese women," they say, "we have.no 
evidence there are Chinese women who 
want it to be possible.'' , 

There are something over 800 million 
people in China. I cannot believe that none 
of them are gay. Thus, when the Chinese 
government denies the. existence of homo-
sexuality in China, it must, I think, be taken 
as an indication of state repression. A 
repressive policy need not ·be embodied in a 
mass campaign. As North American experi-
ence shows, it can Qe very-effective even if 
silent and unspoken. 

Dear Editors, 

Petet Rogness 
Cambridge, Mass. 

l was r~ally glad.to see Bob McMahon's 
article, "R~ts of the New Stalinism.'' 
Tl]ese are liey, ess_ential issues to be dealt 
with. NAM must define itself in relatiom;hip 
to these i!!SU8S (de'.tpocracy, the dictatorship 
of the proletariat,'Stalin, the USSR today), 
or else be constantly 11uspected by -some of 
being Stalinist, and by others of beiiig bour-
geois-clemocrati<;. This definition· will take 
time and work, and, unfold with work, but 
should alyvays be sought after. 

It appears thai.mu<;h oUl).e ''new commu-
nist movement" thinks thai sface bourgeois 
d~ocracy is a sham, ,democracy 'in general 
is a sham. In their writings th_ere is a great 
deal or talk. about the dictatc:>rship of the 
pr6letariat crushing the ·enemies of the peo-
ple, ·but little about the form this dictators 
ship will take: The key.probl~m Here is: who 
is in the di_ctator~hip and:who is not? Who 
enjoys democracy and who is d_ictate!i to? 

small'group over the whole society. 1 

It is definitely about time that the Chinese 
view of Soviet history wete challenged. I 
think the most imp,ortant point McMahon 
makes is that Stalin ''guaranteed the 
triumph of the bureaucracy by depoliticizing 
the Soyiet working class.'' This point leads 
to the main question, namely, what. is the 
goal of a socialist society and how is it to be • 
reached? For if the goal is oniy state owner-
ship -of the means r,f r,rod11cti·, and !:.: . .-, 
le~sening of wo!k hours, who could ·dispute 
Stalin? But the goal ii, far more than than, ,It 
is a complete restructuring of society, from 
the ground up. The goal is the ending of 
clasSef'\ and the withering away of the state. 

Stalin's actions seem to say '' socialize the 
economy and damn the people,'' as: if the · 
social relations would change automatically 
as the economy was socialized. The endi~g 
of politics first requires the politicization of 
everyday life-in order to _make the politics· 
clear and to overcome them. Stalin's me-
chanical materialism depoliticized the aock 
ety, thereby reifying the political situation 
a,s he wartted it-and the current leaders 
persistin this: it is.part cf the way they .stay 
in power. 

Current Soviet political propaganda is -
based on the reality that Stalin created. The 
rulers say they have eliminated classes 
because production is socialized, when in 
fact there are the workers, and there are the 
managers _and the bureaucrats. 1'he mana-
gers al).d. the bureaµcrats· control the means 
of prodU<;tion, and the profit goes to the 
State. 

The Soviet workers are of~ered material 
incentives to work harder. They are in fact 
·relatea to the Soviet state as the American 
workers is related to the capifalist. They 
receive wages and· benefits in exchange for 
their labor. However, they have no control 
over the fruits of their labor- it is still not 
theirs. The managers and the state receive 
far more from the workers' :work thap the 

On Long-Island it is a.wet November night 
Wainter has come to the Eastern United States. 
It is 10 pm Eastern Standard Time 
_and a small woman faces.many-people 
and tells them about her country 
and about theirs. -
ShE:_.speaks of thoug~t, -and of how 
fear inhibits it: 

five hundred miles to the south 
they ~re burning books. ~nd pe'ople's t):10ughts. 
We are here 
trying to-think 
about her country ) 
and her husband, 
Salvador Allende. He trusted too many, 
hoped for much. and finaJly 
diPd in inevfrable circumstances: she buried 

what 11Jay have be.en 
his body 

in an anonymous grave. 

She tells us: 
If workers thought about propPrty 
where would the wealthy by:· 
If boys and' girls though1 freely about &ex 
where would morality be: 
If soldiers thought about war, 
where would military discipline be: 
she h•lls us. 

And if the people with p<lwer 
had not been frightened of such thought 
whPre wouid Salvador Allende be? 
The audience is gifted. wealthy. part of· 
the middle class cons(•iousness 
that thinks, considers. 
but,when finally confronted, 
re~ains afraid 

.. . 

and like their Chilean counterpart. reverts. 
T01;1ight they listen and considt•r -
[taly maJ bf# nex~. 
ahd for much the-sa{he reason. 
What can they do? Nothing. 

Only the p-eople w]:io have nothing 
will do something. It js to he; 
she brought 'to us a prophecy 
and we must d'o our best to keep it. Gillian Booth 

If the party, in a dialectic relationship 
with the m!lsses, exerci1?es the dictatorship, 
it will have to define who is progressive a1;1d 
who is reactionary, wh_ois"art ally and.who is 
an enemy .. This is not. an easy 'task, butth!l 
new communists see it as simple, if they see 
it at all . .Can there be a socialist opposition 
under a dictatorship of the proletariat? The 

ce to 

The new communists 'have a conspiracy 
theory about revolution ·and society: small 
groups compete for politicai power apd _the' 
winner annihilates the others and proceeds 
to socialize the economy arn;l crush the oppo-
sition. In their idealist view of society they 
see differing opinions among socialists as 
the result of anti-socialist conspiracy or cap-
italist treachery, and not- as the result of 
concrete conditions and experience. They 
mechanically apply the idea r,f the correct 

workers '<;Io-the bureaucracy r~ceives the · di · 
:~; •• ~~.;"",..:.~.,~"'~1:,:r,1r,~: ... gwe;·· · ., fio-~o• • ·_ ·c: 1·=a· · · ~·sm···, '~-...:~~-.. --:-.. -
the worker 1s kept ahve and tramed m order , .1, V, ;;:;J -
that he- can continue to perpetuate the · · • .. ,... ...,__ 
regime of his exploiters. This is npt 
socialism. 

I have gone· to this length because of-the s· a e• Can you imagine what a,, non-sectarian socialist 
importance I place upon these issues. We · f newspaper could mean for the _growth of socialist_ 
must strongly criticize Stalinism, not only to 
make NAM credible to large ·numbers of consciousness in the United States? Please help make New Arrwrica,n Mouemcnr that 

dream. Send us a check for Christmas. " people, but because the issue is really 
Stalinism or Socialism. 

Andy Friedman 
The Collective:. Del Griffin, Dan Marschall, Martie Meckel, Jerry Morgan, Tim Nesbitt, 
Jean Pauline, Nick Rabkir, Jain.Simmons. ./ 

San Francisco, Calif. 

-------------------------- betw·eeJ?, women, in part ·preclsely l;,ecause o( its sex 
(Continued frol'l'J page 5) 

ploitation, pollution~ elitism, andalienation'(MJ, pp. 
133-134). And.it should be pointed 09-t.:that if we fol-
low their plan for eroticization, it would be a matter 
of bringing the war back home. Instead of bombing 
Southeast Asia, we'd be fighting it out in our bed-
rooms with batacas (pla·stic-foam bats) or hand-to-
hand (genital-to-genital?) combat. 

8) Bourgeois individualism, or do-you-own-thing. 
They quote Frederick l_)erls who, they say, "put it 
best: "I am I and you are you, and neither of us is 
here to lixe up tothe other one's expectations. But if 
we meet it's beautiful." (MJ, p-. 107) For god'.s sake, 
J.'.'hatever you do, don't make any kind· of commit-
,ment to anyone else, and don't let anybody bum 
your trip with suggestions that you change your op-
pre_ssive behavior. 

A HETEROSEXUAL BIAS 

Space limitations don't permit a thorough critique\ 
of the inadequacy of JoS and MJ on a host of impor-
tant questions, but I want to concentrate a bit on 
homosexuality because it is -on this issue that the 
authors' liberal contradictions are most pervasive 
find insidious, and b~cause this issue has been the 
least adequately dealt.with by left politics. 

In MJ. the authors make emphatic statements in 
·validation and support of homosexuality, and while 
they criticize· social sanctions against homosexual 
activity, they condem~ exclusive homosexuality on 
the ?1"ounds th~t '.'if_you ~ettle to ?e gay yo?'te fore-
closing on opt10µs like reproduction, marnage, and 
straight sexual experieni::~···" (MJ, p. 115) .?an the 
authors be so ·out -of -it as not to realize that 
increasing numbers•of-'Yomen .... -gay, bi -and hetero-
s_ex.ual-have come to appreciate the validity of love 

contrast to their very real and frequently oppressive 
experiences with ''options like reproduction, mar-

_.riage, and ·straight sexual experience?'' 
Many other people "foredose on an option" be-

cause they have good reasons for not being inter-
ested in being or having a "piece of property" in the 
first place. Most important, being gay is a positiue 
choice~ a choice whfch is its own sufficient reason. 
Exclusive homosexudlity need not be a "settle-
ment," a "foreclosure," a negative reaction against 
heterosexuality. That the authors of MJ describe it 
that way betrays their fundamental assumption that 
heter9sexuality within the nuclearfamily structure is 
the most valid norm of sexual relation_ships. 

While they allow heterosexuals. ~9 ''get in touch'' 
with -erotic fee!ings for the ~ame sex, they-are not· 
terribl:>s upset about the' 'forecl0sure'' on gay sexual 
experience entailed by exclusiye heterosexuality. In-
deed, it would be incongruous with t).le total picture_ 
presented in both -volumes if they wer~ to be so 
upset. -It is clear throughout both that sex is-
supposed to be primarily and focally heterosexual. .. 
coitus. In the discussion of' 'Threesomes' ~1n MJ it is 
assufued tliat only two people in any threesome· will 
be the same.gender: · 

. With very few excep~ions. homosexual activity 
and relatfonsliips are not acknowledged outside the 
five pages under the -heading "Gay or Straight" 
(even the two two-page illustrations in the middle of 
that section are of" heterosexual couples). The clear 
message in the other 215 pages is: couples 
are heterosexual couples; rel!}tionships are hetero:. 
sexual relationships; sex'"is heterosexual intercourse 
-(or "non-coital-extras"); sexual problems are heter-
osexual problems; and sexual illustrations are ,white 
heterosexual illustrations. • 

It might have been o~ay if.they had explicitly ad-
dressed themselves to a heterosexual audience and 
if they had admitted their heterosexual bias and 
their ignorance about.homosexual love. B:ut no such_ 
ac~nowledg'3n'Ient is expressed or implied and the 
authors seem to be\suggesting that homosexual rela-

tionships ate simply variatfons/devi~tions on the 
heterosexual theme. 

We are warned in ·JoS not to "take on a partner 
with a major sex problem such as ·homosexuality ... '' 
(JoS, p. 235) Elsewhere it is suggested that "frigid" 
wom~n should relate sexually to (read: exploit, rip 
off) other women, " ... .if this doesn't frighten you or 
turn you off,'' to develop response for heterosElxuaJ 
use. The authors add a hasty reaSf!JJrance that, 
"That doesn't make you a lesbian."· (JoS, p. 239) 

I susRect that criticism of the blatant heterosexist 
1 attitude of the first volume led to a defensive atti-

tude· in the second volume, where we read: "We 
didn't include gax sex in The ,Joy of Sex. Then to 
make up for this deficiency they have one s~ntence 
eacb: on gay male and female sexual technique. 

There is a nudging reminder in the same 
paragraph that "if you want your other-sex re-
sponses boosted for any reason, behavior therapy 
can help-but that is learning a new skill, not treat-
ing a disease." (MJ, p. 116) They don't recommend 
behavior therapy for heterosexuals who might want 
their same-sex respons~s "boosted .. " • 

In short, while they strongly condemn the blatant 
·socfal oppression of homosexuals and the prejudices 
against homosexual activity, their attitude toward 
homosexuaUty is clearly one of condescending and 
patronizing tolerance and manifests a deep-seated 
heterosexual/ coital bias. 

I can't see any value in either volume for anyone 
this side of sexual fascism and/or reactionism. 
Despite being the best in the sex-manual genre, JoS 
and MJ convey more subtly, and therefore more 
dangerously, all the oppressive attitudes of bour-
geois sexual ideology characteristic of the genre as a 
whole. This stuff is not worth the paper it's printed 
on, much less the price it's selling for .. All JoS and 
MJ ultimately have going· for therri is legitimized_ 
titillation-the stuff of which contemporary best-
sellers are made-and promises of liberation they 
can· t keep since their timid step-s forward are more 
than cancelled out by their giant steps backward. 
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/ NAM Initiates EconomvCampaign 
' , -

Sinc-e the ·end of World War II, sµcceeding admin- · strorrge~ medid.ne tha~. ,his predec~sors. But a 
serious recession would have endangered his re-
. electiOi1 'in 19721 and :So after a gesture ih that dinic-
tfon ;· Nixon i::eturned to expaqsionary:policie_s ilefo1:e 
the 1972- el~ction and precipitat~d··a new burst of 
inflation. · · · 

istrations-from Truman's to Ford's-have·used'the' 
federal budget and the Federal Reserve System to 
pr€ven~ the recurrence of a great d!=lpressiop.. They 
have expanded or contracted federal spending and 
the money supply to maintain a mini-cycle of 
expansion al\d contraction, prosperity and recession 
that would replace the old boom-b1,1st cycle. During 
periods of expansion, profits, production, prices, 
and· wages would rise until rising wages threatened 
the contfnued growth of profits; then,. as happened 
in 1953~ 1957, and 1969, gov'ernment officials would 
n_iduce federal spending, raise taxes, and- tigh,ten ,, -
credit in order to create a recessiqn. As. unemploy-
ment rose, workers w'oµld Jind themselves on .the 
defensive, real wages would go down, and as their 
prqjected rates of-profit went up, corporations would 
begin investfog in expanded production. . 

F~d inherits this ·sitµation. It i~ qncle.ar·how great 
a recessfon ·wiil-ire necessary,to stem the current in-
flation; it is also unclear how 0th.er factors like the, 
increasing debts of American corporatio.ns, ··tli.e 
growing economic power of some Third World 
countries, and the crisis in the E~ropea~ capitali;t 
countries will· affect :the duteome· ·of . a plannetl 
reces:sion'.. More than ever befo_re in the po~t-World 
War II period, the threat of a new depression :looms 

.lar.ge. ' 
In pursuing· recessionary policies, Ford nas 

The Vietnam War, and Johnson's unwillingness-to 
finance the war through higher taxes, distorted the 
course of this cycle. At a time when profits, prices,· 
prodi.;ction, and wages were already increasing, the 
govern_ment -introduced programs th~.t created fur-
ther expansion,.. driving up wages and prices still 
further. By 1969, corporate profits were endangered 
by rising wages; and rapid inflation, along with the 
massive outflow of American dollars to Vietnam, had 
eroded the international position of the American 
economy, Having postponed the cure, Nixon was 
fac_ed· with the prospect of having to use even 

1 &!ready .E\!1COi.I1lt€ted stiff political· opuosition, and : 
the ·opposition'can be expected to grow. It is no 
longer.possible tq concep.trate-the most severe ef.. 
fects of a: rec;essibn .among "marginal" workets-
tliat is, Third World pe,qple and vvo:rµen Wbrkers-. 
without facing organized political opposition. Within 
the labor movement, there will also be.opposition as 
wen as a fierce struggle amqng union leaders se~k-
ing to accommodate their own sectol' of the working 
class to th~ crisis through no-strike pledges .an~:iso-
lated escalator clauses and other labor leaders and 
rank-and-file- groups who see the need for a 
classwide alliance and programs around such ·issues 

as taxes and unemployment. 
This means that the Amerjcan Left will be faced 

with a new opportunity and a challenge: to play ,a 
significant rol~ in struggles that speak ·the people's 
immediate needs while putting forth prograni-s an<! 
analysis that demonstrate, the 'vfability of socfali~:ffi 
as an alternative to a crisis-ridd,en capitalism:-
Already groups and7indiv1duals around the country 

_ are- grappling with questiqris of what a sqcjalist 
response to the current crisis should be. Fundamen-
tally, one thing is clear: whatever Ioci;l activities-are 
undertaken, no seriqus response can be posed th~ 1s 
not.national in scope and character, 

At its October H-13 meeting in Philadelphia, the 
National Interim Committee agreei that NAM 
should develop an action program that wou1d 
address both national and local.issues (e.g., taxes, 
unemployment, utilities rates, health insurance, 
rent control) and that would be the basis for-national 
.and local coalitions. As· an inftil:d step, we decided· 
that the week of February 2 through 9 _NAM should· 
sponsor a nationwide. series of community· forums 
and teach-ins on the economy. 

The forums and teach-ins-would include-speeches,. 
panels, and workshops on topics such as the. ip.terna.:" 
tional roots of inflation, \lnemployment-why a~d 
what can be done-the role of unions today, the con-
tinuing energy crisis, the effect of recession on Tliird 
World people and women, i;nd socialism as 'tbe 
alternative.· 
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PLO 
( Continued from page 1) 
operation ofthe PLO, 

In early 1973 the leader of the 
DPFLP, N ayef Hawatmeh, issued a call 
for the PLO to adopt a transitional pro-
gram to replace the program for thti 
comp1ete-liberation of Palestine. In the 
transitional program. a Palestinian na-· 
t:,ional authority on any· parts ·of Pales-
tine which might be liberated from 
Israeli occupatfon .through popular· 
struggle, conventional military means,. 
or negotiations, could serve as a base: 
for the continuation of the Palestinian 
goal ofcomplete liberatio:r;:. The transi-
tional program seemed to Hawatmeh~ to 
be a response to the imperialist and 
conservative Arab pressure to liquidate 
the Palestinian movement. 

The call for a transitional program 
generated a"fierce debate in Palestinian 
circles in the period prior to the 
October War. Many voices w~re skep-
tical of the plan because of-the compro-
mises it entailed for the ultimate suc-
cess of the movement for creating a 
democratic secular state in all of Pales-· 
tine. Bnt- _despite skepticism, . many 
came to accept the program as a· pos-
sible road for the Palestinian move-
ment to follow. 

After the October War, the possibili-
ties of implem_!:!nting such a transitional 
program sudd~nly became much bet-
ter. Arab armies had wrested back 
some of the territories occupied by 
Israel in 1967, although non of Pales-
tine itse}f. The great powers, Israel, 
aiid the - Arab states were formaHy 
committed to a series of negotiations 
whicn might free further territories. 
The majority in the PLO leadership, 
.representing Fateh, .the DP·FLP, and 
Saika (the Syrian-support~ organiza-
tion), issued a "working paper" indi-
cating cautious support for a transi-
tional ·program. The majority was op-
posed _in the" PLO _by the PFLP, t~e 

m1g t e roug t to accept a a estm-
In early June, the Palestine National <killlands. Sµcl). were tl).e various plans ian state. 

·Council (PNC), the h1ghest organ of the advances in the thirties and forties, and. 
·PLO, issued a program whicli essen- all were rejected-by the Palestinians. 
tially incurp.orated- the .majority's - •-At·present such a state would have to 
"working paper;" It' ipGluded ·a rejec- be created over the strident objections 
{ion of any negotiations based on UN of I-srael. If the United States has 
Security Council resolutions whrch do moved~now to accept the necessity of 
not recognize the national rights of the ·some kind of Palestinian state, it must 
Palestine people. Furthermore, the be in the hopes that this offer would 
PNC insisted that any national author- stifly the turmoil that Palestinian de-
i,ty created in any parts of Palestine mands have created in the Middle 
should have foll,intlependence, indud- •.East. 
ing the. right to· arm itself. Members of . The imperial powers, and some of 
the present "rejection front" accepted -the Arab and Palestinian leaders, hope 
this PNC program. that a moderate -leadership with a 

STRA_TEGY OF IMPEI!.IAL .POWERS 

The idea of a Palestinian state in part 
of Palestine was not new with N ayef 
Hawatmeh or the PLO. In fact,, it has 
often in the past been advanced by 
imperialist powers as 11. means to 
"solve" the problem by offering the 
Palestinians something-essentially an · 

comprador mentality can be found to 
lead a Palestinian- state. A state with 
such a leadership, dependent on the US 
-or conservative·•Arab countries, might 
fill the imperialist bill. In addition, the 
existence- of a state to which dissident 
Palestinian militants in other countries 
co~ld be sent, would reli~ve pressure 
against the i:egimes in Lebanon, Jor-
dan, and the Gulf. In this case, Israel 

. ARAFAT AT THE U.N: 
/ 

THE PALESTINIAN organizations' 
are fuily aware of all the possible 
catches in the p_resent moves they are 
t.tking. Some elements among the 
Palestinian bourgeoisie would like to 
join ·in the effort to co~ont the h;ic;reas-
ing radicalism of the movement. The-
inajority of the· ·PLO, however, has 
accepted, ihe idea of a: state to be 
offered through netotiations, calculat-
ing that the only hope for a continuation 
of the struggle "is through this state. 
Otherwise they envisage only repres-
sion and possibly annihilation. Their 
strategy is to use the state, 1n fact to 
use anything they can get, as a base for 
continuing revolutionaey combat. 

The .minority of the PLO sees the 
offer of a state or a settlement as a 
co-optation from which· the· revolution-
ary elements in the movement will- be 
unable to recover. Thus the minority's 
plan for continuing the struggle is ·to 
advance· outside the deliberations of 
great-power-sponsored manipulations. 
At present, the minority oqp.e "rejec~ 
tion front'' s'eeins to have little in the 
way of an organized popular base, pe_r:-
haps because of the success .of the 
majority program in the UN and among· 
the Arab rulers. But this could conceiv-
ably change, depending on the results 
of the present stage. 

In !IDY case, national authority,or no, 
the best chances of success for the revo-

.._ · 1utionary. currents in the. Palestinian 
movement lie in their building n'.tdre 
substantive alliances wd closer work-. 
ing relationships with other revoltit1on-
ary movements and classes "in the, 
Middle East. Certainly the imperialist 
offensive now unleashed in the Middle 
East conceives the Middle East· as a 

. region, and the revolutionary defense 
will have to develop on a ·re¢onal basis. 
As the terms of the contradictions 
change through t)le development of 
bourgeois. classes and imperialist poli• 
cies, so the revoltition~y movements 
and classes will adapt their strategies 
to the new realities. 


